
S1(i) Generic (10 statements across the core subjects)   

Descriptor   

1 I can show a reflex response.   

2 I can show that my vocal/physical activity is reduced/influenced by touch.   

3 I can show that my facial expression/body position changes in response to 
tactile or visual stimuli. 

  

4 I can show some response to feeling materials/objects when I am 
assisted.  

  

5 I can be startled by a sudden loud noise.   

6 I can respond to a sound close to my ear.   

7 I can give momentary attention to someone speaking close to me, and in 
my direct line of vision. 

  

8 I can show some response when an object is placed in my hand.   

9 I can show resistance (negative response), or pleasure (positive 
response), to a stimuli. 

  

10 I can show some response to using different actions when I am assisted 
e.g. tapping; clapping. 

  

 
  



S1(ii) Generic (10 statements across the core subjects)   

Descriptor   

1 I can cry out for attention.   

2 I can turn towards sound but cannot localise it.   

3 I can briefly focus attention towards familiar people.   

4 I can briefly focus attention on a familiar event.   

5 I can briefly focus attention on an object.   

6 I can interact briefly with a familiar person indicating signs of intentional 
communication. 

  

7 I can show signs of an emerging awareness of familiar stimuli.   

8 I can give intermittent reactions to visual, auditory, kinaesthetic, tactile 
experiences, smell and/or taste. 

  

9 I can vocalise, making cooing, babbling or similar sounds.   

10 I can show tolerance to a repeated sensory stimuli.   

 
  



S2(i) Generic (10 statements across the core subjects)   

Descriptor   

1 I can show that I am beginning to respond to familiar people e.g. smiling or 
vocalising. 

  

2 I can show that I am beginning to interact consistently with objects e.g. 
reaching, grasping and dropping (dropping unintentionally). 

  

3 I can react to new experiences or activities.   

4 I can respond noticeably if a routine is changed.   

5 I can engage with ‘objects of reference’ linked to routines of the day e.g. 
the glove (in one special school) indicating ‘goodbye’ - home time. 

  

6 I can localise a sound.   

7 I can show that I usually want to continue an enjoyable experience.   

8 I can vocalise, repeating the same sound.   

9 I can turn my head away to indicate ‘enough’.   

10 I can accept and engage in coactive (shared) exploration.   

 
  



S2(ii) Generic (10 statements across the core subjects)   

   

Descriptor   

1 I can reach out, or verbalise, to request attention.   

2 I can make different noises to indicate different needs.   

3 I can show consistent preference for favourite items.   

4 I can give a consistent response to pleasant and unpleasant stimuli.   

5 I can release objects by intentionally opening my hand to drop them.   

6 I can repeat an activity many times, gradually improving on the outcome 
e.g. keep tapping a switch key to gain required outcome - trial and error. 

  

7 I can join in with vocal play.   

8 I can reach out for a favourite adult or friend.   

9 I can perform an action to have an effect e.g. deliberately shaking or 
squeezing an object to make a sound. 

  

10 I can co-operate when sharing objects during ‘give and take’ activities, 
with a physical or verbal prompt e.g. push ball to another person and 
attend as the ball is returned. 

  

 
  



S3(i) Generic (10 statements across the core subjects)   

Descriptor   

1 I can seek attention through eye contact, gesture or action.   

2 I can participate in a short, shared activity, sustaining concentration until it 
is complete (3 minutes). 

  

3 I can request an activity or event (again, again).   

4 I can direct communication towards an adult to gain attention.   

5 I can vocalise deliberately to communicate, and my vocalisations begin to 
sound ‘word like’. 

  

6 I can intentionally pass an object from one hand to another.   

7 I can explore objects in increasingly complex ways by using more than 
one action. 

  

8 I can experiment with sounds, and enjoy the repetition of them.   

9 I can observe the results of my own actions with interest.   

10 I can remember a learned response from day to day (as opposed to 
learning daily routines). 

  

 
  



S3(ii) Generic (10 statements across the core subjects)   

Descriptor   

1 I can systematically apply solutions to problems e.g. by bringing an object 
to an adult in order to request a new activity. 

  

2 I can communicate spontaneously and intentionally by facial expression, 
gesture and emerging vocalisation. 

  

3 I can greet known people, and may initiate interactions and activities with 
them. 

  

4 I can anticipate events from sounds, tactile or visual clues.   

5 I can remember a learned response over an increasing period of time, 
week-to-week or longer. 

  

6 I can hold a mark maker, or other implement using a fist/palmar grip, with 
the intention of making a mark. 

  

7 I can participate in a shared activity, sustaining concentration for longer 
periods  
(5 minutes). 

  

8 I can actively explore objects and events for more extended periods, and I 
am beginning to repeat and control actions. 

  

9 I can respond to options and choices by accepting and rejecting them.   

10 I can prompt another person to join in with an activity.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Speaking   

S4   

Descriptor   

1 I can use simple greetings.    

2 I can express my likes and dislikes.   

3 I can use yes/no in word/sign appropriately.   

4 I can communicate about an event.   

5 I can repeat, copy and imitate 10 single words, signs or phrases, or use a 
repertoire of objects of reference or symbols. 

  

6 I can repeat, copy and imitate 25 single words, signs or phrases, or use a 
repertoire of objects of reference or symbols. 

  

7 I can repeat, copy and imitate 50 single words, signs or phrases, or use a 
repertoire of objects of reference or symbols. 

  

8 I can use 50 single words, signs and symbols for familiar objects 
consistently. 

  

9 I can use a consistent word/sign/symbols to indicate my particular needs.   

10 I can join in with rhymes or jingles with a few recognisable 
words/signs/symbols to communicate meaning. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Speaking   

S5   

Descriptor   

1 I can use gesture as a fundamental part of my communication.   

2 I can say/sign my own name.    

3 I can use the names of familiar adults.   

4 I can use the names of peers.   

5 I can combine two words/signs/symbols to communicate meaning.   

6 I can express two concepts e.g. ‘more drink’; ‘coat on’.   

7 I can recount an event at two-word level.   

8 I can engage in a simple two-way exchange.   

9 I can attempt to repair misunderstanding without changing the words used 
e.g. clarity/word order/intonation. 

  

10 I can use a vocabulary of over 50 words.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Speaking   

S6   

Descriptor   

1 I can gain an adults attention to initiate a conversation.   

2 I can initiate and maintain short conversations about familiar events with 
visual prompts. 

  

3 I can use a two word level phrase in a conversation to give information.   

4 I can use a two word level phrase in a conversation to make a request.   

5 I can ask simple questions e.g. ‘What’s that?’/ ‘Where’s cat?’ using my 
preferred methods of communication. 

  

6 I can answer simple questions.   

7 I can use prepositions correctly such as ‘in’ or ‘on’.   

8 I can use the pronouns ‘my’ or ‘it’ correctly.   

9 I can use some verbs (say what I’m doing).   

10 I can use some adjectives.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Speaking   

S7   

Descriptor   

1 I can contribute in a one-to-one discussion.   

2 I can contribute in a group discussion.   

3 I can appropriately link up to three key words, signs or symbols to 
communicate simple ideas to others, either one-to-one or in a small group. 

  

4 I can use simple phrases to describe a ‘present’ event.   

5 I can use simple phrases to describe a ‘past’ event.   

6 I can use simple phrases to describe a ‘future’ event.   

7 I can use regular plurals correctly.   

8 I can use my own experiences in role play with visual cues to support.   

9 I can use the conjunction ‘and’ to link ideas.   

10 I can use the conjunction ‘and’ to add information.   

 
  



ENGLISH – Speaking   

S8   

Descriptor   

1 I can express my feelings and views.   

2 I can appropriately link up to four key words, signs or symbols to 
communicate simple ideas to others, one-to-one. 

  

3 I can appropriately link up to four key words, signs or symbols to 
communicate simple ideas to others in a small group. 

  

4 I can take part in role play with confidence.   

5 I can use conjunctions that suggest a cause e.g. ‘because’/’cos’.   

6 I can give a simple reason for my actions.   

7 I can use the past tense correctly e.g. ‘I went out to play’.   

8 I can use the future tense correctly e.g. ‘I will see my dog later’.   

9 I can say who an object belongs to using the correct possessive word or 
phrase e.g. It’s Kyle’s book.’ 

  

10 I can re-tell, or act out a key event from a story.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Listening   

S4   

Descriptor   

1 I can respond to praise.   

2 I can demonstrate an understanding of words by responding with gesture, 
signs, symbols or actions (50 words). 

  

3 I can demonstrate an understanding of my own name, and the names of 
familiar people. 

  

4 I can demonstrate an understanding of familiar objects by looking/pointing 
at a named object. 

  

5 I can respond appropriately to simple requests that contain one key word, 
sign or symbol. 

  

6 I can listen and respond to familiar rhymes and songs, and may join in 
with words or actions. 

  

7 I can understand some simple verbs.   

8 I can go to a requested place.   

9 I can demonstrate an understanding of yes and no.   

10 I can respond appropriately to main events in my day.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Listening   

S5   

Descriptor   

1 I can respond appropriately to simple requests that contain two key words, 
signs or symbols. 

  

2 I can respond to a ‘what’ question about familiar events.   

3 I can respond to a ‘what’ question about immediate experiences.   

4 I can select objects by function e.g. ‘Show me what you eat’ (from apple & 
hat). 

  

5 I can respond appropriately to simple questions using my preferred means 
of communication e.g. ‘Is that your coat?’ 

  

6 I can show an awareness of approval and disapproval.   

7 I can collect a named object from a familiar place.   

8 I can follow instructions containing at least two key words, signs or 
symbols e.g. ‘Give the cup to Kylie’. 

  

9 I can identify some basic adjectives.   

10 I can respond to an adjective and object request e.g. ‘Bring me a red car.’   

 
  



ENGLISH - Listening   

S6   

Descriptor   

1 I can respond to questions - ‘who?’ ‘what?’  ‘where?’   

2 I can take turns in an adult led group situation with a prompt.   

3 I can follow instructions containing three key words - two adjectives and a 
noun. 

  

4 I can follow instructions containing three key words - verb, adjective and 
noun. 

  

5 I can collect a named object from a less familiar place.   

6 I can follow a simple ‘context embedded’ instruction given to a small group 
e.g. ‘It is toast time.’/’Wash your hands’. 

  

7 I can respond to instructions containing known prepositions.   

8 I can take turns in a simple two-way conversation.   

9 I work collaboratively in role play.   

10 I can sit quietly when listening to a story read by an adult with support.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Listening   

S7   

Descriptor   

1 I can listen, attend and follow a familiar/favourite story for a short time.   

2 I can listen, attend and follow a story presented in different formats for a 
short time. e.g. big book, interactive story. 

  

3 I can demonstrate that I have listened to a story by answering simple 
questions or drawing a picture. 

  

4 I can attend to and respond to ‘who’ ‘what’ ‘where’ questions from familiar 
adults about recent experiences and events. 

  

5 I can attend to and respond to ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’ questions from 
unfamiliar adults about recent experiences and events. 

  

6 I can attend to and respond to ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’ questions from my 
peers about recent experiences and events. 

  

7 I can follow instructions with four key words or symbols e.g. ‘Get the big 
book about cars from the bookshelf.’ 

  

8 I can make choices between non-tangibles e.g. ‘Shall we go to the park or 
shall we go swimming?’ 

  

9 I can take an object to another person located in a different part of the 
building on request. 

  

10 I can understand more prepositions e.g., in front of, behind, next to.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Listening   

S8   

Descriptor   

1 I can identify an object from a choice when given a series of clues.   

2 I can listen to stories attentively for longer periods of time (10 minutes).   

3 I can answer questions with a qualifying statement with visual support  
e.g. 
Q - ‘Why do you need your sun hat?’ 
A - ‘Because it is sunny.’ 

  

4 I can follow a range of instructions combining two elements e.g. ‘Go to the 
office and ask for our register.’ 

  

5 I can recognise when a nonsense word is used e.g. a made up word.    

6 I can answer ‘how’ questions with visual support.   

7 I can recall four key words, signs or symbols from an auditory memory 
game (with prompts used after listening). 

  

8 I can follow instructions in a game or group activity e.g. Simon says, 
simple PE games. 

  

9 I can listen to my peers’ input in a group.   

10 I can act out a simple story with visual support/prompts with confidence.   

 
  



ENGLISH – Speaking & Listening   

S9   

Descriptor   

1 I can comment on what I like about a story, performance or activity.   

2 I can begin to develop the use of basic contractions in speech e.g. she’s, 
he’s. 

  

3 I can attempt ‘why’ and ‘because’ responses with limited effect e.g. “My 
bike got stuck because the wheel stopped”. 

  

4 I can show some listening behaviours e.g. glancing at speaker, nodding in 
response. 

  

5 I can attempt basic comparatives, e.g. big, bigger, biggest when related to 
visual teaching activities. 

  

6 I can respond to names of categories by naming items / things in these e.g 
‘food’, ‘clothes’, ’animals’, ‘weather’. 

  

7 I can link ideas using basic conjunctions e.g. and, then.   

8 I can act out/ retell a few key events in a familiar story.   

9 I can respond to a peer’s basic questions about my news.   

10 I can draw/create an object from a simple verbal description with one 
instruction at a time e.g. ‘a big circle’, ‘a long tail’, ‘two ears on top’, ‘colour 
it in’.  

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Speaking & Listening   

S10   

Descriptor   

1 I can say what I like and dislike about a story, performance or activity.   

2 I can usually use plurals consistently without overgeneralising these 
(sheep - sheeps) 

  

3 I can combine past and present tenses, although I still can overgeneralise 
the past tenses (I swinged, rided) 

  

4 I can give a reason for my own action e.g. ‘I got the brush because I 
dropped the cup’. 

  

5 I can identify basic emotions - happy, sad, angry and frightened when 
visual resources are used in a range of social situations. 

  

6 I can ask peers a basic question about their news, to find out more 
information. 

  

7 I can retell my own story, using a basic picture grid for support.   

8 I can usually use time words including ‘today’, ‘tomorrow’, and ‘yesterday’ 
consistently. 

  

9 I can use some ‘character’ language when joining in the telling / acting out 
of a story. 

  

10 I can make a model in a small group from instructions e.g. ‘make a line of 
bricks…’put another line of bricks on… put door and windows’. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Speaking & Listening   

S11    

Descriptor   

1 I can describe key differences between individual dramatizations of the 
same familiar story. 

  

2 I can ask for specific clarification if I can’t follow instructions in a game or 
task  
e.g. ‘What happens if I get caught?’ 

  

3 I can answer a wide range of questions confidently including questions 
e.g. “Why did you like the penguin best?” – ‘Because it looks funny when 
it walks’. 

  

4 I can use basic descriptive words to describe both appearance and 
character when talking about a peer or book character e.g. ‘Cinderella is 
small and pretty and wears tatty/old clothes – she’s kind and sad and very 
tired’. 

  

5 I can link a person’s basic emotion to a reason/ event e.g. ‘She’s sad 
because her brother shouted at her’. 

  

6 I can make relevant comments after listening to other peoples ‘news’ or 
recounts.  

  

7 I can use basic contradictions ‘couldn’t’, ‘wouldn’t’.   

8 I can use a range of conjunctions: and, because, where and when.   

9 I can report my own and others opinions (likes and dislikes) when working 
in a group - e.g. ‘I liked the carrot best, but Tom liked the tomato; he didn’t 
like the carrot.’ 

  

10 I can follow instructions for a game in a group.   

  



ENGLISH – Speaking & Listening   

S12   

Descriptor   

1 I can speak with clarity and use intonation when reading and reciting texts.   

2 I can recount experiences and predict outcomes, often connecting ideas.   

3 I can maintain attention by listening to others in class and asking relevant 
questions.  

  

4 I can listen to less familiar adults, and follow basic instructions.   

5 I can listen to others’ views and preferences and respond appropriately.   

6 I can listen to others’ views and preferences and identify contributions by 
each group member. 

  

7 I can adopt appropriate roles in small or large groups and consider 
alternative courses of action. 

  

8 I can begin to understand how feelings and emotions affect the way that I 
communicate. 

  

9 I can make inference from abstract pieces of information e.g. the girl is 
wearing a warm coat and gloves….’What is the weather like?’...’What 
season is it?’  

  

10 I can gain the attention of listeners through appropriate and positive 
communication. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Speaking & Listening   

S13   

Descriptor   

1 I can tell real and imagined stories using the conventions of familiar story 
language. 

  

2 I can vary talk in simple ways to gain and hold the attention of the listener.   

3 I can respond to presentations by describing characters, repeating some 
highlights and commenting constructively. 

  

4 I can ensure everyone contributes, allocate tasks, consider alternatives 
and reach agreement. 

  

5 I can consider how mood and atmosphere are created in a live or 
recorded performance. 

  

6 I can sustain listening in a large group situation such as an assembly, 
demonstrating this by talking about what happened. 

  

7 I can maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative 
conversations. 

  

8 I can maintain attention to stay on topic and initiate and respond to 
comments in a conversation. 

  

9 I can give simple reasons for opinions and suggestions in a range of 
activities. 

  

10 I can begin to show awareness of the different ways in which speakers 
vary talk, through exploring different ways of speaking. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Speaking & Listening   

S14   

Descriptor   

1 I can use language and gesture to support the use of models, diagrams 
and displays, when explaining. 

  

2 I can make specific vocabulary choices that show awareness of different 
purposes and listeners. 

  

3 I can use non-verbal features that show awareness of different purposes 
and listeners. 

  

4 I can use intonation to emphasise meaning e.g. ‘Why are you standing 
there?’ (enquiring voice) / ’WHY are you standing there?’ (raised voice). 

  

5 I can listen to a talk by an adult, remember some specific points and 
identify what I have learned. 

  

6 I can ask relevant questions to extend my understanding and knowledge.   

7 I can work effectively in groups by ensuring each group member takes a 
turn, challenging, supporting and moving on. 

  

8 I can present parts of traditional stories, own stories or work from 
different parts of the curriculum for members of my class. 

  

9 I can maintain attention to stay on topic and initiate and respond to 
comments in a conversation. 

  

10 I can show awareness and understanding of ways in which speakers 
vary talk and why, through exploring different ways of speaking. 

  

LEVELS S15 & S16 OF SPEAKING AND LISTENING ARE 
INTEGRATED INTO THE OTHER STRANDS OF ENGLISH 

  

 
 
 
 
  



 

ENGLISH - Reading   

S4   

Descriptor   

1 I can hold a book the right way up.   

2 I can show ‘reading like’ behaviour by turning pages and holding the book 
the right way up. 

  

3 I can listen and engage with familiar rhymes and stories.   

4 I can anticipate words/rhymes/events.   

5 I can point to pictures and point out details.   

6 I can join in with role-play relating to a story with support.   

7 I can join in with repetitive story phrases.   

8 I can select and use at least two words, signs or symbols that are familiar, 
and relate to the text. 

  

9 I can select a familiar story on request.   

10 I can link a sound to a familiar story or rhyme.   

  



ENGLISH - Reading   

S5   

Descriptor   

1 I can point to symbols/words with my finger.   

2 I can match three pictures/symbols to objects.   

3 I can use picture cues to tell you one thing about the story.   

4 I am aware of print/symbols in the environment.   

5 I can look at a picture to find an answer to a one key word question.   

6 I can look at a picture to find an answer to a two key word question.   

7 I can find something specific in a book.   

8 I can recognise my own name from a selection of two.   

9 I can recall one thing from the story.   

10 I can sequence two pictures, relating to the story, in the right order.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Reading   

S6   

Descriptor   

1 I can recognise my own name.   

2 I can match some letters of the alphabet from a selection of letters.   

3 I can match some short words from a selection of words.   

4 I can recognise words or symbols in the school/wider environment.   

5 I can show that I enjoy listening to specific books/stories several times.   

6 I can point to named objects in a book.   

7 I can identify characters.   

8 I can identify who, what and where in a picture.   

9 I can create my own narrative with reference to a listened story.   

10 I can show that I know when a story has been changed when it’s read to 
me. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Reading   

S7   

Descriptor   

1 I can show that I am aware that my name is made up of the same set of 
letters. 

  

2 I can follow a text with my finger from left to right.   

3 I can follow a text with my finger from top to bottom, and page following 
page. 

  

4 I can identify the sounds of at least 6 letters of the alphabet.   

5 I can recognise at least 6 letters of the alphabet by their name.   

6 I can predict the ending of a read/spoken sentence.   

7 I can predict what will happen in a read/spoken repetitive story.   

8 I can distinguish the difference between print and pictures.   

9 I can correct the reader if part of the story is altered.   

10 I can answer who, what and where questions about a story which is read 
to me. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Reading   

S8   

Descriptor   

1 I can say/indicate the names of half the letters of the alphabet.   

2 I can say/indicate the sound of half the letters of the alphabet. (Which one 
of these is the sound ‘a’ - ‘z’?) 

  

3 I can use letter sounds to help me predict words. (Which one of these 
words begins with ‘a’ ?) 

  

4 I can read at least ten high frequency words, including my own name.   

5 I can point to each word as I read it (1:1 correspondence). (The teacher 
may be reading it out loud.) 

  

6 I can create a story from pictures.   

7 I can ‘talk’ about events in a story.    

8 I can link two words that rhyme.   

9 I can clap a two-syllable word.   

10 I can read labels in the environment.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Reading & Comprehension   

S9   

Descriptor   

1 I can begin to recite a simple poem joining in with predicable/repetitive 
phrases. 

  

2 I can use picture cues to help in reading basic text.   

3 I can distinguish between a letter, word, space, line.   

4 I can understand the significance of the title of a text, and indicate what 
the text might be about. 

  

5 I can take part in a basic discussion about what I’ve read, identifying my 
likes and dislikes. 

  

6 I can recognise a fiction (story) and non-fiction (information) book.   

7 I can continue a rhyming string verbally e.g. cat, sat, mat, fat, gnat.   

8 I can recognise 25 common sight words including a range of common 
exception words (those which never follow a common phonetic pattern 
e.g. could, you, many, people). 

  

9 I can say/indicate the sound of all the letters of the alphabet and identify 
initial sounds of words. 

  

10 I can begin to use my phonic knowledge to blend vc/cvc words.   

 
  



ENGLISH – Reading & Comprehension   

S10   

Descriptor   

1 I can recite simple rhymes and poems, with others.   

2 I can recognise features of a front cover - title, author, illustrator and blurb.   

3 I can answer basic literal questions about fiction and non-fiction texts.   

4 I can talk about sections of interesting features of a story I’ve read, 
including favourite characters, events or pictures. 

  

5 I can recognise a characteristic of key stories including fairy stories and 
traditional tales, and use predictable/repetitive phrases to help me to re-tell 
them e.g. ….happily ever after. 

  

6 I can exhibit fluency and confidence when re-reading known texts.   

7 I can apply my reading and phonic skills in a range of activities e.g. to read 
captions and sentences in displays. 

  

8 I can recognise 50 common sight words including a range of common 
exception words (those which never follow a common phonetic pattern 
e.g. could, you, many, people). 

  

9 I can consistently use my phonic knowledge to blend cvc words including 
sh, ch, th. 

  

10 I can sound out all 40+ corresponding phonemes, including those with 
alternative sounds.  

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Reading & Comprehension   

S11   

Descriptor   

1 I can read aloud taking account of sentences (full stops).   

2 I can show my understanding of a wide range of poetry and non-fiction 
that has been read and listened to, by contributing to discussion and 
making links to my own experiences. 

  

3 I can make predictions about the events in texts.   

4 I can show understanding of the meaning of words through discussion, 
and make links to meanings of words already known e.g. ‘grows’ means 
‘gets bigger’; ‘disappear’ means ’gone’. 

  

5 I can understand what a pronoun refers to across sentences e.g. ‘The cat 
meowed. She was hungry.’ 

  

6 I can use a contents and index page in a basic information book at my 
reading level. 

  

7 I can understand that texts are organised in different ways and identify 
them from verbal requests e.g. labels; captions; signs; speech bubbles; 
post cards; poems; lists. 

  

8 I can recognise 75 common sight words including a range of common 
exception words (those which never follow a common phonetic pattern 
e.g. could, you, many, people). 

  

9 I can blend and segment cvcc and ccvc words.   

10 I can count the number of syllables in words.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Reading & Comprehension   

S12   

Descriptor   

1 I can read texts and poetry aloud, taking account of punctuation, including 
full stops and exclamation marks. 

  

2 I can make basic comments on obvious features by checking back in the 
text  
e.g. beginning, middle and end. 

  

3 I can recognise that non-fiction texts can be structured in different ways  
e.g. information texts, dictionaries, atlas. 

  

4 I can comment on key features of texts including character, settings and 
plots. 

  

5 I can make simple predictions on what might happen, based on what has 
been read so far. 

  

6 I can check that the text makes sense whilst reading, applying my phonic 
knowledge to correct inaccuracies. 

  

7 I can read words with contractions and understand that the apostrophe 
represents missing letters. 

  

8 I can recognise 100 common sight words including a range of common 
exception words (those which never follow a common phonetic pattern 
e.g. could, you, many, people). 

  

9 I can recognise and read words that end with s, -ing, -ed, -est.    

10 I can use the split diagraphs a-e, e-e, i-e, o-e, u-e to read words.    

 
  



ENGLISH – Reading & Comprehension   

S13   

Descriptor   

1 I can read a familiar text or poem aloud to a small audience, using phonic 
knowledge, accuracy, confidence and fluency.  

  

2 I can read aloud taking account of punctuation including full stops, 
exclamation marks and question marks. 

  

3 I can re-tell a wide range of stories including fairy stories and traditional 
tales that I’ve read, and begin to use intonation. 

  

4 I can identify sequences of events in texts and offer simple explanations of 
how items of information relate to one another. 

  

5 I can listen to, and discuss a wide range of poems, stories and non-fiction 
at a level beyond that at which I can read independently. 

  

6 I can make inferences on what has been read with regards to events and 
characters’ actions. 

  

7 I can read most words that I’ve read before, accurately in sentences, 
without sounding out and blending. 

  

8 I can use my knowledge of syllables and my phonic skills to read 
polysyllabic words. 

  

9 I can show that I regard reading is a pleasurable activity across a wide 
range of texts. 

  

10 I can recognise and read verbs that end with -ed, -er, -ing.    

 
  



ENGLISH - Reading & Comprehension   

S14   

Descriptor   

1 I can read a less familiar text aloud to a small audience taking account of 
punctuation including full stops, exclamation marks, question marks and 
commas. 

  

2 I can express how an event or idea in a text makes the reader feel.   

3 I can recite, by heart, more complex poems using some intonation.   

4 I can ask and answer question around inferences on what is said and 
done, with regards to events, and characters’ actions and feelings. 

  

5 I can demonstrate understanding of a wide range of poetry and stories 
that I read independently, and of more challenging books that I listen to, 
through identification of key aspects of the text, explanation, and active 
discussion that takes account of what others’ say. 

  

6 I can construct meaning whilst reading independently, self-correcting 
where the sense of the text is lost. 

  

7 I can share my favourite words and phrases and clarify the meaning of 
new words through discussion, and by making links to known vocabulary. 

  

8 I can recognise and understand the different structures of non-fiction texts 
that have been introduced. 

  

9 I can recognise and effortlessly decode alternative sounds for graphemes.   

10 I can read aloud, sound out unfamiliar words accurately without undue 
hesitation, and read with confidence and fluency. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Reading & Comprehension   

S15    

Descriptor   

1 I can give a simple explanation of the use of full stops, exclamation marks 
and question marks. 

  

2 I can organise letters into alphabetical order.   

3 I can identify speech marks in a text and understand that this denotes a 
character speaking. 

  

4 I can use skimming and scanning skills in a paragraph to answer 
questions about fiction and non-fiction texts. 

  

5 I can ask questions to improve my understanding of the text (peer; adult)   

6 I can share my favourite words and phrases and clarify the meaning of 
new words through discussion, and by making links to known vocabulary. 

  

7 I can retrieve information from non-fiction texts (use of index and contents 
pages). 

  

8 I can recognise if something is a fact or an opinion in a basic text.   

9 I can recognise describing words and show an understanding of the word 
‘adjective’. 

  

10 I can read and perform play scripts with intonation, tone, volume and 
action. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Reading & Comprehension   

S16    

Descriptor   

1 I can read a text aloud to a small audience taking account of commas 
which mark clauses. 

  

2 I can use the initial letter of a word to find its meaning in a simple/picture 
dictionary. 

  

3 I can change my voice when reading aloud to show which character is 
speaking. 

  

4 I can ask and answer question around inferences on what is said and 
done, with regards to events, and characters’ actions and feelings. 

  

5 I can infer reasons for characters’ behaviour from their dialogue/actions 
and can back up my ideas with words/phrases from the text. 

  

6 I can make a simple summary from across a text with several paragraphs 
and include the main ideas. 

  

7 I can share my knowledge of a widening range of books with different 
themes e.g. fairy stories, myths and legends, historical stories, fantasy, 
science fiction and non-fiction. 

  

8 I can use my knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes to read and 
understand new words. 

  

9 I can read poems with intonation, tone, volume and action.   

10 I can recognise different forms of poetry e.g. limerick, acrostic, haiku.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing   

S4   

Descriptor   

1 I can look at marks as I make them.   

2 I can scribble with either hand.   

3 I can make marks/symbols using a given media - finger, paintbrush, 
crayon. 

  

4 I can demonstrate grip control by making a mark.   

5 I can make vertical and horizontal strokes with support.   

6 I can match a photograph/symbol/picture to the activity I am participating 
in e.g. soft play, water play 

  

7 I can make marks beside a picture to show that marks or symbols have 
meaning. 

  

8 I can make circular strokes with support   

9 I can choose the correct picture, object or photograph related to the story I 
have read. 

  

10 I can explore a range of media for mark making.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing   

S5   

Descriptor   

1 I can make consistent and meaningful marks, and indicate that they say 
my own name. 

  

2 I can make marks from left to right.   

3 I can trace, or overwrite shapes and straight line patterns.   

4 I can communicate some ideas for an adult to scribe.   

5 I can add a few features to the outline of a face.   

6 I can create and complete patterns with support.   

7 I can attempt to copy shapes and straight line patterns.   

8 I can make my own marks in or about a piece of work.   

9 I can use writing in play.   

10 I can ascribe a meaning to a picture I have drawn.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing   

S6   

Descriptor   

1 I can produce scribble with a variety of letters included.   

2 I can show that I use a preferred hand.   

3 I can copy some letter shapes with accuracy.   

4 I can represent my own name using some appropriate letters or symbols.   

5 I can copy my name with reasonable accuracy.   

6 I can write a recognisable capital letter at the start of my own name.   

7 I can hold a writing implement with increasing control.   

8 I can copy underneath from left to right.   

9 I can write from the top of the page to the bottom.   

10 I can recount what I have written.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing   

S7   

Descriptor   

1 I can group letters/symbols and leave spaces between them as though 
they are separate words. 

  

2 I can accurately write my name correctly from memory.   

3 I can write two simple words from memory.   

4 I can start my writing on the left of the page.   

5 I can use an effective grip.   

6 I can show that I am beginning to use correct formation for some letters, 
sometimes with visual prompts. 

  

7 I can show that I am aware that a word will have the same sequence of 
letters wherever it appears. 

  

8 I can match a spoken word to a written word.   

9 I can show that my attempts at writing convey meaning.   

10 I can correctly sequence a few words/symbols.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing   

S8   

Descriptor   

1 I can write my name with appropriate use of capital and lower case letters.   

2 I can show that I am aware of different reasons for writing (e.g. lists; 
posters; letters; stories; poems). 

  

3 I can write from left to right.   

4 I can make a decision about where to place text on the page.   

5 I can show that I am beginning to use my letter sound knowledge.   

6 I can show some recognisable words in my writing.   

7 I can re-tell events in a sequence.   

8 I can give the same meaning to my writing each time I read it.   

9 I can show that I am beginning to make phonic attempts at words.   

10 I can use some appropriate vocabulary when making up sentences.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Planning, Drafting, Evaluating, Editing, Proof Reading 
and Handwriting 

  

S9   

Descriptor   

1 I can discuss with an adult what my writing is going to be about using a 
variety of visual cues. 

  

2 I can say the sentence aloud that I have chosen to write.   

3 I can write a phrase or short sentence to add meaning to a picture.   

4 I can attempt to write simple phrases to form short narratives based on 
real experiences from memory. (This may be repetitive e.g. I like, I can). 

  

5 I can complete a simple listing poem from a given starter.   

6 I can read aloud what I think my writing says (not necessarily accurate).   

7 I can join in with group editing activities to make simple changes to a 
group writing task, understanding that it is positive to improve the piece of 
work, rather than seeing this as negative (I haven’t failed!). 

  

8 I can use the grammatical term ‘capital letter’ when discussing my writing.   

9 I can use the grammatical term ‘full stop’ when discussing my writing.   

10 I can form some lower case letters accurately, starting and finishing in the 
correct place. (In addition to those in my name). 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Planning, Drafting, Evaluating, Editing, Proof Reading 
and Handwriting 

  

S10   

Descriptor   

1 I can use given pictures to plan my writing in three clear sections when 
given a framework - e.g. beginning, middle and end; first, second and last. 

  

2 I can add detail to my sentences orally after talking about ideas with an 
adult. 

  

3 I can say the sentence aloud that I have chosen to write, indicating where 
the punctuation needs to be. 

  

4 I can attempt to write a few simple sentences to form short narratives 
about real life and fictional experiences. 

  

5 I can create a simple listing poem on a familiar theme.   

6 I can check that my writing makes sense when reading aloud to an adult, 
and indicate that I understand when it doesn’t make sense. 

  

7 I can make simple changes where suggested by an adult.   

8 I can identify the difference between words and sentences in my writing 
using the appropriate grammatical terminology. 

  

9 I can use the grammatical terms ‘question’ and ‘question mark’ when 
discussing my writing. 

  

10 I can form some capital letters and the digits 0 to 9 accurately, starting and 
finishing in the correct place. (In addition to those in my name) 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Planning, Drafting, Evaluating, Editing, Proof Reading 
and Handwriting  

  

S11   

Descriptor   

1 I can say out loud what my writing will be about using ‘W’ word prompt 
cards  
e.g. Who? What? Where? When? Why? 

  

2 I can identify a range of familiar words related to a topic.    

3 I can begin to extend my sentences by joining two ideas together.   

4 I can write for different purposes when prompted, but may not always 
maintain form - real and fictional events and characters. 

  

5 I can write sentences which are clearly sequenced to form short 
narratives. 

  

6 I can complete a simple rhyming poem with a given framework and word 
bank. 

  

7 I can tell an adult what is good in my writing when considering word 
choice, grammar and punctuation. 

  

8 I can re-read my own writing, after editing, with adult support, to check that 
what is written makes sense. 

  

9 I can use the grammatical terms ‘command’ and ‘exclamation mark’ when 
discussing my writing. 

  

10 I can form and orientate most of the lower case letters accurately, starting 
and finishing in the correct place. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Planning, Drafting, Evaluating, Editing, Proof Reading 
and Handwriting  

  

S12   

Descriptor   

1 I can say out loud what my writing will be about independently 
incorporating Who? What? Where? When? Why? 

  

2 I can choose time connectors to include in my writing.   

3 I can begin to extend my sentences by joining more than two ideas 
together. 

  

4 I can write for different purposes, when prompted, but not always maintain 
form when writing about real events (information texts, labels, messages 
and lists). 

  

5 I can use words for effect in different forms of poetry - simple simile (As 
cold as ice!) and alliteration (Slithery snake). 

  

6 I can evaluate and improve my writing using given success criteria.   

7 I can re-read my own writing to check that what is written makes sense.   

8 I can use the grammatical terms ‘comma’ and ‘apostrophe’ when 
discussing my writing. 

  

9 I can use the grammatical term ‘punctuation’ when discussing my writing.   

10 I can form and orientate most of the capital letters and digits 0 to 9 
accurately, starting and finishing in the correct place. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Planning, Drafting, Evaluating, Editing, Proof Reading 
and Handwriting  

  

S13   

Descriptor   

1 I can use a range of sources to gather ideas and new vocabulary for my 
writing. 

  

2 I can use a range of verb synonyms for effect e.g. walked - scuttled, crept, 
stamped. 

  

3 I can use a range of adjective synonyms for effect e.g. big - enormous, 
massive, giant, huge. 

  

4 I can write for different purposes when prompted, maintaining form - real 
and fictional events and characters. 

  

5 I can maintain form when writing poetry.   

6 I can evaluate and improve my writing using given success criteria and 
discuss my choices with other pupils. 

  

7 I can check my writing for errors in spelling.   

8 I can re-read my writing to check for meaning and correct use of tense.   

9 I can use the grammatical term ‘noun’, ‘adjective’ and ‘verb’ when 
discussing my writing. 

  

10 I can maintain some consistency in the size and spacing of digits and 
letters throughout my writing to ensure it is legible. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Planning, Drafting, Evaluating, Editing, Proof Reading 
and Handwriting 

  

S14    

Descriptor   

1 I can gather and write down my ideas and key words to form a plan for my 
writing. 

  

2 I can follow my plan to create a meaningful piece of writing.   

3 I can encapsulate what I want to say sentence by sentence.    

4 I can write for different purposes, when prompted, maintaining form, when 
writing about real events (information texts, labels, messages and lists). 

  

5 I can discuss and demonstrate my understanding of layout/styles of writing 
e.g. captions, bullet points. 

  

6 I can check my writing for errors in spelling, grammar and punctuation.   

7 I can evaluate the effective use of word choice, grammar and punctuation.    

8 I can use the grammatical term ‘tense’ (past & present), when discussing 
my writing. 

  

9 I can use the grammatical terms ‘noun phrase’ and ‘adverb’ when 
discussing my writing. 

  

10 I can use some diagonal and horizontal strokes to join letters.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Planning, Drafting, Evaluating, Editing, Proof Reading 
and Handwriting 

  

S15    

Descriptor   

1 I can identify, through discussion, features of writing similar to that which 
I’m planning to write, in order to understand and learn from their structure, 
vocabulary and grammar. 

  

2 I can identify, through discussion, features of non-narrative texts e.g. 
headings and sub-headings. 

  

3 I can read my writing aloud to a group or whole class so that the meaning 
is clear  
e.g. changing tone or volume or intonation.  

  

4 I can work in a group to discuss and record my own and others’ ideas.   

5 I can group my ideas into sections using a model to scaffold.   

6 I can improve my writing by suggesting changes to vocabulary.   

7 I can improve my writing by suggesting changes to connectives.   

8 I can improve my writing by suggesting changes to openers.   

9 I can improve my writing by suggesting changes to punctuation.   

10 I can join my letters and know which are best not joined.   

 
  



 
 
 
  

ENGLISH - Writing: Planning, Drafting, Evaluating, Editing, Proof Reading 
and Handwriting 

  

S16    

Descriptor   

1 I can plan using features of different genres.   

2 I can draft and write non-narrative texts using simple organisational 
devices  
e.g. headings and sub-headings. 

  

3 I can read my writing aloud to a group or whole class with confidence 
making sure that it is interesting by using the right volume, tone and 
intonation.  

  

4 I can peer assess within a group showing that I understand how to give 
positive comments and constructive criticism. 

  

5 I can use suggestions from peer assessment to improve my writing.   

6 I can proof read and re-draft my writing making appropriate changes to 
grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency. 

  

7 I can use paragraphs to structure my writing.   

8 I can improve the quality of my handwriting by ensuring that ascenders 
and descenders are parallel and equidistant. 

  

9 I can space my writing properly so that my letters do not overlap.   

10 I can change the presentation of my writing to suit different purposes and 
audiences.       

  



ENGLISH - Writing: Applying Vocabulary, Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling 

  

S9   

Descriptor   

1 I can sometimes use ‘and’ to connect two or more single words e.g. 
bananas and apples. 

  

2 I can write single words to describe real life objects.    

3 I can demonstrate some appropriate uses of spaces between words to 
establish meaning. 

  

4 I can begin to demonstrate appropriate use capital letters for some names 
of people. 

  

5 I can begin to demonstrate appropriate use capital letters for some names 
of places. 

  

6 I can use some given sentence starters to complete my own simple 
sentences  
e.g. I played with…..  I went to…… 

  

7 I can use word banks/lists to support my writing.   

8 I can demonstrate my knowledge of initial sounds of words in my writing.   

9 I can write phonic based VC and CVC words.   

10 I can write the 25 common sight words (including common exception 
words) taught in S9 reading. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Applying Vocabulary, Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling 

  

S10   

Descriptor   

1 I can write single words (adjectives) to describe people and places.   

2 I can use ‘and’ to join words and clauses in my written sentences.   

3 I can sometimes use of capital letters and/or full stops to demarcate 
sentence boundaries. 

  

4 I can write a word, phrase or sentence and put a question mark at the end, 
as part of a structured teaching session. 

  

5 I can begin to demonstrate appropriate use capital letters for some days of 
the week. 

  

6 I can spell some days of the week phonically plausibly.   

7 I can write the 40+ common sight words (including common exception 
words) taught in S9 reading. 

  

8 I can attempt to write a simple sentence (could be dictated by a teacher) 
using some of the 40+ common words taught in S9/S10 reading. 

  

9 I can demonstrate some accurate use of suffixes when adding –s or –es 
e.g. cats, dogs, buses (See NC Appendix 1 Year 1) 

  

10 I can use some spelling rules listed in NC Appendix 1 for Year 1.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Applying Vocabulary, Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling 

  

S11    

Descriptor   

1 I can use ‘and’ and ‘but’ to join clauses.   

2 I can use a capital letter for the personal pronoun ‘I’.   

3 I can mostly use appropriate spacing between words.   

4 I can mostly use capital letters and full stops accurately to demarcate a 
sentence. 

  

5 I can write a short word, phrase or sentence and put an exclamation mark 
at the end, as part of a structured teaching session. 

  

6 I can show some use of commas to separate items in a list.   

7 I can use a range of verbs in my own writing.   

8 I can add the endings –ing, -ed and –er to verbs where no change is 
needed to the root word e.g. hunting, hunted, hunter. 

  

9 I can add the prefix –un where there is no change to the root word e.g. 
unhappy, unfair. 

  

10 I can use the full range of spelling rules listed in NC Appendix 1 for Year 1.   

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Applying Vocabulary, Grammar, Punctuation and 

Spelling 

  

S12    

Descriptor   

1 I can use expanded noun phrases to describe people and places e.g. the 
gloomy castle. 

  

2 I can use capital letters, full stops, question and exclamation marks to 
demarcate most sentences with different functions. 

  

3 I can attempt to read my own writing taking into account punctuation used.   

4 I can attempt to use apostrophes for contraction and singular possession.   

5 I can use capital letters for some proper nouns.   

6 I can choose nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion in a 
short narrative e.g. Jack went to the park. He played on the swing. 

  

7 I can spell all of the days of the week accurately.   

8 I can add –er and –est to adjectives where no change is needed to the 
root word   
e.g. quicker, quickest. 

  

9 I can use some spelling rules listed in NC Appendix 1 for Year 2.   

10 I can develop a basic vocabulary list related to the topic and use this in my 
writing. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Applying Vocabulary, Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling 

  

S13    

Descriptor   

1 I can understand the term ‘adverb’ and find examples in writing.   

2 I can demonstrate appropriate use of capital letters for almost all proper 
nouns. 

  

3 I can demonstrate appropriate use of ‘or’, ‘and’ and ‘but’ to link my ideas  
(co-ordination). 

  

4 I can use commas accurately to separate items in a list.    

5 I can begin to demonstrate in my writing the present and past tense.   

6 I can accurately use apostrophes for singular possession in nouns.   

7 I can understand the term ‘homophone’ and find examples in writing e.g. 
see/sea, blue/blew. 

  

8 I can use the suffixes -ment, -ness, -ful, -less and -ly where no changes 
are needed to the root word e.g. enjoyment, sadness, careful, hopeless, 
badly. 

  

9 I can spell most words containing previously taught phonemes accurately.   

10 I can spell most common exception words accurately (See NC Appendix 1 
- Year 1) 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Applying Vocabulary, Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling 

  

S14    

Descriptor   

1 I can demonstrate appropriate use of ‘that’ and ‘because’ to link my ideas 
(subordination). 

  

2 I can demonstrate appropriate use of adjectives, adverbs and expanded 
noun phrases to describe and specify. 

  

3 I can demonstrate appropriate use of grammatically accurate sentences 
with different forms of function (statements, questions, exclamations and 
commands). 

  

4 I can accurately use apostrophes for contraction and singular possession 
in nouns. 

  

5 I can accurately use punctuation including capital letters, full stops, 
exclamation marks, question marks to demarcate sentence boundaries. 

  

6 I can demonstrate across a range of writing the present and past tense, 
including the progressive form to mark actions in progress e.g. she is 
drumming, he was shouting 

  

7 I can spell common homophones and recognise differences in their 
meaning  
e.g. meet/meat; ate/eight; see/sea. 

  

8 I can use suffixes where changes are needed to the root word e.g. 
happiness, happily. 

  

9 I can spell most common exception words accurately (See NC Appendix 1 
- Year 1 and 2) 

  

10 I can use the full range of spelling rules listed in NC Appendix 1 for Year 2.   

 



ENGLISH - Writing: Applying Vocabulary, Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling 

  

S15   

Descriptor   

1 I can use inverted commas to punctuate direct speech.   

2 I can express cause using conjunctions e.g. ‘when’ and ‘if’.   

3 I can express time using adverbs e.g. ‘then’, ‘next’ and ‘soon’, ‘before’, 
‘after’, ‘earlier’, ‘later’. 

  

4 I can express place using prepositions e.g. in, on, under, behind, in front 
of, above, below, between. 

  

5 I can use a range of suffixes e.g. ‘-est’, ‘-ful’, ‘-ier’.   

6 I can identify consonants and vowels.   

7 I can spell a range of more complex homophones e.g. to/too/two; 
there/their. 

  

8 I can spell 25% of words that are often misspelt as listed in the Year 3-4 
appendix 1  

  

9 I can choose nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity in a structured 
teaching situation. 

  

10 I can write simple sentences dictated by the teacher, that include words 
and punctuation taught so far. 

  

 
  



ENGLISH - Writing: Applying Vocabulary, Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling 

  

S16   

Descriptor   

1 I can differentiate between a simple and a complex sentence.    

2 I can use past and present tenses consistently in my writing.   

3 I can choose nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion and 
to avoid repetition. 

  

4 I can place the possessive apostrophe in words with regular plurals as 
part of a structured teaching activity. 

  

5 I can spell of prefixes e.g. anti, auto, super.   

6 I can use ‘a’ or ’an’ according to whether the next word begins with a 
consonant or a vowel. 

  

7 I can use a range of punctuation within sentences, across a range of 
writing. 

  

8 I can spell 50% of words that are often misspelt as listed in the Year 3-4 
appendix 1.  

  

9 I can discuss my writing using grammatical terminology e.g. preposition, 
conjunction, prefix, inverted commas (speech marks). 

  

10 I can check spelling and meaning in a dictionary using the first two or 
three letters of the word. 

  

 
  



MATHEMATICS - Using & Applying   

S4   

Descriptor   

1 I can exchange a coin for a chosen object in a shop in role play   

2 I can demonstrate an awareness of cause and effect e.g. pressing a 
button on a camera; switch activated equipment. 

  

3 I can group objects that have similar key features in practical activities.   

4 I can make a change of shape in a pliable material. (This could be 
approached by an adult making a change to a pliable material and the 
child indicating that they understand the change.) 

  

5 I can recall an object that has been placed out of sight.   

6 I can show that I am aware when my cup/plate/bottle is empty.   

7 I can anticipate, follow and join in familiar physical mathematical activities 
e.g. post objects down a tube and look for them to reappear 

  

8 I can anticipate, follow and join in familiar songs and rhymes.   

9 I can relate familiar objects e.g. gloves for hands; shoes for feet.   

10 I can stack objects to make a tower and then be aware of the change 
when it is knocked down. (This could be approached by an adult making 
building and knocking down a tower, and the child indicating that they 
understand the change.) 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Using & Applying   

S5   

Descriptor   

1 I can match pairs of objects e.g. socks, wellingtons.   

2 I can match a picture to an object.   

3 I can match a picture to a picture.   

4 I can give two things to each person in the group.   

5 I can solve a simple problem e.g. finding a matching glove/sock.   

6 I can select an appropriate tool for a task e.g. cup to have a drink; crayon 
to colour a picture. 

  

7 I can indicate that there is a relationship between familiar objects e.g. knife 
and fork. 

  

8 I can sort to a simple, given criteria e.g. blue cars from a group with 
several coloured cars. 

  

9 I can copy a simple pattern e.g. red-blue-red-blue objects; cup-spoon-cup-
spoon. 

  

10 I can show that I know where familiar objects are kept (in familiar places).   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Using & Applying   

S6   

Descriptor   

1 I can copy a simple line pattern.   

2 I can copy a simple clapping or drumming pattern.   

3 I can sort objects by the same purpose, from a selection.   

4 I can sort one colour from a selection of colours.   

5 I can sort one size from a selection.   

6 I can find the odd one out from three objects.   

7 I can find a pencil when asked to draw a picture.   

8 I can find appropriate objects in a drawer/cupboard.   

9 I can order graduated rings on a peg   

10 I can bring two related objects when asked e.g. socks and shoes.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Using & Applying   

S7   

Descriptor   

1 I can identify the odd one out from a selection of similar objects, where 
only one is different. 

  

2 I can remove an item from the wrong set and replace it into the correct set 
when working with 3 or more sets. 

  

3 I can sort objects into two groups.   

4 I can sort coins by their number value.   

5 I can respond appropriately to key vocabulary and questions e.g. ‘How 
many?’, ‘Show me’, ‘Which one?’ 

  

6 I can describe a simple pattern using objects.   

7 I can indicate when a task is finished.   

8 I can find the common attributes of two given objects.   

9 I can find differences between two given objects.   

10 I can select the correct pieces to complete a puzzle (size or shape of 
pieces). 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Using & Applying   

S8   

Descriptor   

1 I can talk about, recognise and copy a simple pattern.   

2 I can continue a repeating pattern and describe the pattern using words, 
symbols or gestures. 

  

3 I can rote count familiar objects or people up to ten and beyond with 
support, 

  

4 I can describe the positions of first and last e.g. queuing for lunch.   

5 I can identify an increasing range of objects by their features and their size 
e.g. recognises a lorry in a group of model vehicles – then recognises the 
big lorry and the small lorry. 

  

6 I can collect a small number of items when asked (up to 9).   

7 I can estimate the number of objects needed to complete an activity e.g. I 
need 6 Lego bricks to build the tower. 

  

8 I can understand the use of different ways of recording points in games 
e.g. tallying; collecting tokens; writing numbers to value 10.  

  

9 I can say who has more or less when comparing two different amounts 
and check by counting e.g. Who has the most crayons? 

  

10 I can show that I am beginning to estimate larger quantities and check my 
answers by counting e.g. How many sweets will fit in the jar? (up to 9). 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number   

S4   

Descriptor   

1 I can pay attention to, and watch counting activities.   

2 I can follow a counting sequence indicated by an adult.   

3 I can copy some actions during number rhymes or songs.   

4 I can indicate the next action in a rhyme, song or number game following a 
prompt. (through speech, signs, gesture) 

  

5 I can indicate one using finger, eye movement, by blinking, vocally.   

6 I can give you objects.   

7 I can add more to a group of objects.   

8 I can join in 1:1 matching activities, with support.   

9 I can point to each object as we count them, with support.   

10 I can indicate ‘gone’ or ‘all gone’ (through speech, signs, gesture).   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number   

S5   

Descriptor   

1 I can join in with familiar number rhymes, songs and games up to 5.   

2 I can say, or sign a number.   

3 I can indicate 1 or 2 in my own way.   

4 I can make a group of ‘one’.   

5 I can make a group of ‘lots’.   

6 I can show some understanding of the sequence of numbers by joining in 
with the counting in familiar rhymes, songs, stories and practical activities. 

  

7 I can rote count to 3.   

8 I can point to each object as we count them.   

9 I can match object to object.   

10 I can recognise 1 and 2 items.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number   

S6   

Descriptor   

1 I can join in with less familiar number rhymes, songs, stories and games 
up to 5. 

  

2 I can show up to five fingers with assistance.   

3 I can join in with rote counting up to 5.   

4 I can recognise the numerals 1, 2 and 3 during a range of activities.   

5 I can say, sign/represent number names to five.   

6 I can use ‘one to one’ (1:1) correspondence when pairing objects e.g. put 
a straw in each carton of milk; put a spoon in each cup. 

  

7 I can relate the numerals 1, 2 and 3 to the number of objects.   

8 I can count 3 objects reliably when they are presented in a line.   

9 I can use the last number in a count to represent the number of objects in 
a set. 

  

10 I can indicate that I need more objects to complete a number matching 
activity. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number   

S7   

Descriptor   

1 I can copy actions, raising my fingers appropriately, in rhymes with 
numbers up to 10. 

  

2 I can say, or sign, number names to ten.   

3 I can join in with rote counting up to 10.   

4 I can recognise the numerals 1 to 5.   

5 I can relate each numeral to the correct quantity (1 - 5).   

6 I can count at least five objects reliably when randomly placed on the 
table. 

  

7 I can count five objects reliably when presented in a line.   

8 I can indicate which set of objects has less.   

9 I can add one more and count how many there are now, in practical 
situations. 

  

10 I can respond appropriately to the question, ‘How many?’ when working 
with numbers up to 5.  

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number   

S8   

Descriptor   

1 I can join in with rote counting to beyond 10.   

2 I can continue the rote count onwards from a give small number  
e.g. starting at 4 - 5,6,7,8,9,10. 

  

3 I can add one to a number of objects up to 10 and then say/sign how 
many there are now, in practical situations. 

  

4 I can take one away from a number of objects up to 10 and then say/sign 
how many there are now, in practical situations. 

  

5 I can compare two given numbers of objects saying which is more and 
which is less. 

  

6 I can recognise numerals 1 to 9 when presented randomly.   

7 I can recognise numerals 1 to 9 and relate each numeral to the correct 
quantity, understanding that the numeral always represents that 
quantity. 

  

8 I can use ordinal numbers e.g. first; second, third, when describing 
position in a familiar activity (objects, people or events). 

  

9 I can estimate a small number up to ten and check by counting.   

10 I can count backwards within 10 starting from any number   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number & Place Value   

S9   

Descriptor   

1 I can understand the concept of an empty set.   

2 I can relate zero to the concept of an empty set.   

3 I can use one to one correspondence to count sets of objects up to 15.   

4 I can use on to one correspondence to count sets of objects up to 20.   

5 I can count forwards to 20 (including from any number).   

6 I can read and write number to 10.   

7 I can compare numbers up to 20 and say which is bigger indicating that I 
understand the concept of more. 

  

8 I can count backwards within 20 starting from any number.   

9 I can order written numerals up to 20.   

10 I can use my own criteria to complete a range of classification activities 
e.g. A set of boys with blonde hair from the rest of the class. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number & Place Value   

S10   

Descriptor   

1 I can show that the number of objects in a set does not change even if the 
objects are moved around. 

  

2 I can compare numbers up to 20 and say which is smaller/less/before 
indicating that I understand the concept of less. 

  

3 I can show that I understand the place value of numbers up to 20 using 
practical resources (e.g. Tens & Units board). 

  

4 I can order numbers from 0 to 20 in ascending and descending order.   

5 I can show that the number that is one more and one less than any 
number up to 20. 

  

6 I can count to 50 by rote.   

7 I can count from 0 to 50 forwards and backwards starting with any 
number. 

  

8 I can recognise up to five objects without counting them.   

9 I can show that I understand the ‘equal to’ means ‘the same as’.   

10 I can use number facts to 10 to problem solve practically e.g. Count pupils 
in a group to work out how many chairs/cups/plates are needed. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number & Place Value   

S11   

Descriptor   

1 I can compare numbers to 20 using the language of ‘more than’, ‘less 
than’ and ‘equal to’. 

  

2 I can write numbers from 0 to 50.   

3 I can recognise numbers from 0 to 100.   

4 I can count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, starting with any 
number. 

  

5 I can order consecutive numbers from 0 to 100.   

6 I can fill in missing numbers up to 50 on a number line/square.   

7 I can read number words up to 10.   

8 I can say/indicate the number that is 10 more than 20, 30, 40 +   

9 I can rote count in multiples of 2, 5 and 10.   

10 I can show the number that is one more or one less than any number up 
to 100. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number & Place Value   

S12   

Descriptor   

1 I can solve problems with numbers to 20 using the language ‘more than’ 
and ‘less than’. 

  

2 I can solve problems with numbers to 20 using the language ‘equal to’.   

3 I can read and write (in own phonetic form) number words up to twenty.   

4 I can extend a number sequence counting on in twos and fives.   

5 I can record data using pictures on a simple pictogram or Venn diagram.    

6 I can show that I understand the place value of numbers up to 99 using 
practical resources (e.g. Hundreds, Tens and Units board). 

  

7 I can say/indicate the number that is 10 more than any number e.g. 22-32, 
46-56,  
79-89. 

  

8 I can say/indicate the number that is 10 less than any number finishing 
with zero  
e.g. 20, 30, 40. 

  

9 I can read and write numbers from 1 to 100 in numerals.   

10 I can represent numbers up to 30 using objects and pictures.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number & Place Value   

S13    

Descriptor   

1 I can write/represent number words up to twenty.   

2 I can use the word ‘most’ when working with non-consecutive numbers to 
100. 

  

3 I can use the words ‘most’ and ‘least’ when working with consecutive 
numbers to 100. 

  

4 I can use the word ‘least’ when working with non-consecutive numbers to 
100. 

  

5 I can order non-consecutive from 0 to 100.   

6 I can indicate the number that is ten less than 22, 32, 42 +   

7 I can solve problems with numbers up to 50 using the language ‘more 
than,’ ‘less than’ and ‘equal to’. 

  

8 I can extend a number sequence counting back in twos.   

9 I can extend a number sequence counting back in fives.   

10 I can extract some information from a simple pictogram or bar graph.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number & Place Value   

S14   

Descriptor   

1 I can compare and order numbers from 0 to 10 using the < symbol.   

2 I can compare and order numbers from 0 to 10 using the > symbol.    

3 I can represent on a number line up to 50, using a blank number line.   

4 I can estimate where to put numbers on a number line up to 100, using a 
blank number line. 

  

5 I can use zero as a place holder in a two digit number when using tens 
and units (ones). 

  

6 I can write two and three digit numbers in figures.   

7 I can solve word problems using my knowledge and understanding of 
place value. (Using a simple Tens & Units grid to indicate the columns in 
which numbers should be placed). 

  

8 I can collect appropriate data using more than one criteria e.g. favourite 
drinks given a choice of different flavours. 

  

9 I can collect data by tallying, to display on a chart in a range of practical 
activities. 

  

10 I can collate and organise information, and construct a block diagram, 
pictogram or simple table. 

  

  



MATHEMATICS - Number & Place Value   

S15   

Descriptor   

1 I can order numbers up to 999.   

2 I can compare numbers using the <, >, = symbols.   

3 I can use the language greater than, less than, fewer.   

4 I can recognise the place value of each digit in a three digit number 
(hundreds, tens, units). 

  

5 I can partition a three digit number into its component parts, recognising 
the value of each (600+50+4 = 654) 

  

6 I can find the number that is 100 more than a given three digit number.   

7 I can find the number that is 100 less than a given three digit number.   

8 I can solve number problems and practical problems using my 
knowledge of place value. 

  

9 I can count from 0 in multiples of 50 and 100.   

10 I can interpret and present data using bar charts, pictograms and tables 
when using a 1:1 scale (e.g.1 unit per cm). 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number & Place Value   

S16   

Descriptor   

1 I can find the number that is 10 more than a given three digit number.   

2 I can find the number that is 10 less than a given three digit number.   

3 I can read and write numbers up to 1000 in words.   

4 I can read and write numbers up to 1000 in numerals.   

5 I can complete number sentences using the <,>,= up to 1000 (e.g. 
600+200 < 1000) 

  

6 I can count from 0 in multiples of 3, 4, 8.   

7 I can interpret and present data using bar charts, pictograms and tables 
when using simple scales (e.g. 2, 5, 10 units per cm). 

  

8 I can identify the best method to present data.   

9 I can identify, represent and estimate numbers using different 
representations (e.g. Numicon, Dienes blocks) 

  

10 I can solve one step and two step questions (e.g. How many more?) 
using information presented in scaled bar charts and pictograms and 
tables. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Addition and Subtraction   

S9   

Descriptor   

1 I can use language of addition - ‘altogether makes’, ‘put together’ and 
‘add’ in practical activities. 

  

2 I can use practical resources to make addition sums up to five (not 
including 0). 

  

3 I can use language of subtraction including ‘take away’ in practical 
activities  

  

4 I can use practical resources to make subtraction sums up to five (not 
including 0). 

  

5 I can recognise the addition sign.   

6 I can recognise the take away sign.   

7 I can recognise the equals sign.   

8 I can recall addition facts to five.   

9 I can find different ways of making five including reversing numbers e.g. 
2+3 = 5 and 3+2 = 5 

  

10 I can use addition and subtraction facts to five to solve ‘real life’ problems.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Addition and Subtraction   

S10   

Descriptor   

1 I can use language of addition in practical activities including ‘add’, ‘total’ 
and ‘plus’. 

  

2 I can use language of subtraction in practical activities including ‘minus’ 
and ‘subtract’. 

  

3 I can solve addition calculations involving zero, with numbers up to five in 
practical activities. 

  

4 I can solve subtraction calculations involving zero, with numbers up to five 
in practical activities. 

  

5 I can use practical resources to solve calculations up to ten using addition 
and subtraction (two numbers). 

  

6 I can recall subtraction facts with numbers up to 5.   

7 I can record calculations up to 10 using numerals and signs e.g. +, -, =.   

8 I can read mathematical statements that I have recorded.   

9 I can recall addition and subtraction facts with numbers to ten.   

10 I can solve addition calculations using a number line.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Addition and Subtraction   

S11   

Descriptor   

1 I can use mathematical language - ‘sum’ and ‘difference between’ in 
practical activities. 

  

2 I can find the total of a group of objects by counting them in twos.   

3 I can show that I understand that numbers up to 5 can be made in 
different ways  
e.g. 4+1=5, 3+2=5, 2+3=5. 

  

4 I can show that I understand that numbers up to ten can be made in 
different ways e.g. 6+2=8, 7+1=8, 5+3=8. 

  

5 I can use the skills in targets 3 & 4 to solve problems e.g. Building a tower 
- four red blocks and 6 yellow blocks makes 10 blocks. 

  

6 I can add single and two digit numbers together to a total of 20, in a given 
calculation (using practical resources). 

  

7 I can subtract a single digit number from a two digit number from numbers 
up to 20, in a given calculation (using practical resources). 

  

8 I can count on from the largest number to find the total when given two 
numbers totalling up to twenty (using a number line or square). 

  

9 I can count back from the largest number to find the total when given two 
numbers from 0 to 20 (using a number line or square). 

  

10 I can solve subtraction calculations using a number line.   

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Addition and Subtraction   

S12   

Descriptor   

1 I can add a two digit and a one digit number mentally using numbers 
totalling up to twenty. 

  

2 I can subtract a one digit from a two digit number mentally using 
numbers to 20. 

  

3 I can solve addition calculations with a missing number e.g. 4+□=6 
(boxes in any position) with numbers totalling up to 10. 

  

4 I can solve subtraction calculations with a missing number e.g.  □ – 3=2 
(boxes in any position) with numbers to 10. 

  

5 I can solve addition and subtraction calculations with a missing number 
when operations are mixed with numbers to 10. 

  

6 I can record simple addition and subtraction calculations from practical or 
pictorial representations with numbers to 20. 

  

7 I can add three single digit numbers up to a total of 20.   

8 I can add numbers in any order and know that it will produce the same 
total with numbers to 20. 

  

9 I can use my knowledge of counting in 2s to complete given addition and 
subtraction calculations. 

  

10 I can solve single step problems, in practical situations, involving addition 
of numbers totalling up to 20. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Addition and Subtraction   

S13   

Descriptor   

1 I can use a columnar method to add 2 digit and 1 digit numbers to 20.   

2 I can subtract two single digit numbers from a number up to twenty e.g. 
17-2-1=14 

  

3 I can identify the number of tens in a two digit number.   

4 I can identify the number of units/ones in a two digit number.   

5 I can display my knowledge of tens and units/ones using appropriate 
practical resources. 

  

6 I can use my knowledge of counting in 5s to complete given addition and 
subtraction calculation to above 20. 

  

7 I can use my knowledge of counting in 10s to complete given addition and 
subtraction calculation to 100. 

  

8 I can identify the appropriate operation (+ or -) after hearing a number 
story with numbers up to 10. 

  

9 I can solve single step problems, in practical situations, involving 
subtraction of numbers totalling up to 20. 

  

10 I can solve two step problems, in practical situations, involving addition of 
numbers totalling up to 20. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Addition and Subtraction   

S14   

Descriptor   

1 I can use a columnar method to add 2 two digit numbers, with numbers to 
50, including 0, without carriers. 

  

2  I can use a columnar method to add a two digit and a one digit number, 
with numbers to 50, including 0, without carriers. 

  

3 I can use addition and subtraction facts up to 10 to solve related problems 
up to 100 e.g. 3+7=10 so 30+70=100. 

  

4 I can use my knowledge of addition calculations to check answers to my 
subtraction calculations. 

  

5 I can show that I recognise the fact that subtraction cannot be done in any 
order. 

  

6 I can write a two digit number, from verbal instruction, which indicates the 
number of ten units/ones e.g. ‘Write the number which has three 
units/ones and four tens.’ 

  

7 I can write a two digit plus two digit sum from verbal instruction, showing 
my understanding of tens and units/ones. 

  

8 I can write a two digit plus one digit sum from verbal instruction, showing 
my understanding of tens and units/ones. 

  

9 I can group objects into 2s, 5s,10s in order to count them - numbers to 50.   

10 I can group objects into 2s, 5s or 10s to count them - numbers to 100.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS – Number Addition and Subtraction   

S15   

Descriptor   

1 I can solve 2 step problems in practical situations involving addition 
and/or subtraction of numbers totaling up to 100. 

  

2 I can use a columnar method to subtract 2, two digit numbers.   

3 I can add/subtract a one digit number to/from a three digit number, 
without bridging through 10, using practical apparatus. 

  

4 I can add/subtract a one digit number to/from a three digit number, 
without bridging through 10, mentally. 

  

5 I can use a columnar method to add a one digit number to a three digit 
number, without bridging through 10. 

  

6 I can use a columnar method to subtract a one digit number from a three 
digit number, without bridging through 10. 

  

7 I can add/subtract a tens number to/from a three digit number, without 
bridging through 10, using practical apparatus. 

  

8 I can add/subtract a tens number to/from a three digit number, without 
bridging through 10, mentally. 

  

9 I can show that I understand the inverse relationship between addition 
and subtraction operations. (e.g. 60 + 40 = 100 is the reverse of 100 – 
40 = 60). 

  

10 I can use my knowledge of addition and subtraction to solve problems 
involving +/- of ones and tens to/from a three digit number.  

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS – Number Addition and Subtraction   

S16   

Descriptor   

1 I can use a columnar method to add a tens number to a three digit 
number, without bridging through 10 e.g. 636 + 20 = 656. 

  

2 I can use a columnar method to subtract a tens number from a three digit 
number, without bridging through 10 e.g. 483 - 30 = 453. 

  

3 I can add/subtract a hundreds digit number to/from a three digit number, 
without bridging through 10, using practical apparatus e.g. 543 + 300 = 
843. 

  

4 I can add/subtract a hundreds digit number to/from a three digit number, 
without bridging through 10, mentally e.g. 251 - 100 = 151. 

  

5 I can use a columnar method to add a hundreds digit number to a three 
digit number, without bridging through 10. 

  

6 I can use a columnar method to subtract a hundreds digit number from a 
three digit number, without bridging through 10. 

  

7 I can estimate the answer to a calculation using my knowledge of 
number and place value within HTU. 

  

8 I can use my knowledge of addition and subtraction to solve problems 
involving +/- of hundreds, tens and ones to/from a three digit number, 
showing my working. 

  

9 I can use the inverse operations to check my answers.   

10 I can solve more complex missing number problems.   

 

  



 

  

MATHEMATICS - Number Multiplication, Division & Fractions   

S9 - Double weighted   

Descriptor   

1 I can show I understand that I need to bring a group of objects together 
before I can share them. 

  

2 I can show my understanding of the word ‘share’ when splitting objects 
between two e.g. people, plates, teddy bears (not necessarily accurately). 

  

3 I can communicate my understanding of the word ‘share’ when splitting 
objects between two e.g. people, plates, teddy bears (not necessarily 
accurately). 

  

4 I can show my understanding of the word ‘share’ when splitting a whole 
object into parts. 

  

5 I can communicate my understanding of the word share when splitting a 
whole object into parts. 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Multiplication, Division & Fractions   

S10   

Descriptor   

1 I can recognise even numbers to 10 in practical activities.   

2 I can understand the concept of ‘whole’ in practical demonstration e.g. 1 
bar of chocolate, 1 cake. 

  

3 I can problem solve by putting segments together to make the ‘whole’ e.g. 
bar of chocolate, cake.  

  

4 I can recognise the symbol of ½.   

5 I can name and match two halves in practical activities when given halved 
resources and no other fractional parts. 

  

6 I can recognise that half means two equal pieces.   

7 I can communicate my understanding of the term half in guided practical 
activities e.g. cutting a pizza, folding shapes (not necessarily accurately). 

  

8 I can double numbers with totals up to 10.   

9 I can rote count in steps of 10 from 0.   

10 I can answer questions involving multiplication facts in the 10 times table.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Multiplication, Division & Fractions   

S11   

Descriptor   

1 I can rote count in steps of 2, 5 and 10 starting from any number including 
0. 

  

2 I can recall the multiplication facts for the 2 times table.   

3 I can recall the division facts for the 2 times table.   

4 I can write mathematical symbols x,÷, and = from verbal instruction.   

5 I can recognise even numbers to 20.   

6 I can double numbers up to a total of 20.   

7 I can halve even numbers or sets of objects to 10.   

8 I can recognise odd numbers to 20.   

9 I can find odd numbers to 9 from a random collection of numbers.   

10 I can solve simple problems involving 1/2, using objects e.g. Present 6 half 
apples to the child. How many apples can we make? 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Multiplication, Division & Fractions   

S12   

Descriptor   

1 I can count forwards and backwards in steps of 2 and 10 starting from any 
number including 0. 

  

2 I can recall the multiplication and division facts for the 2 times table with 
mixed calculations. 

  

3 I can halve even numbers to 20.   

4 I can use a variety of language to describe multiplication and division - 
times, share, divide, multiply. 

  

5 I can recognise the symbol of 1/4.   

6 I can match four quarters in practical activities when given halved 
resources and no other fractional parts. 

  

7 I can recognise that quarter means four equal pieces.   

8 I can communicate my understanding of the term quarter in guided 
practical activities e.g. cutting a pizza, folding shapes (not necessarily 
accurately). 

  

9 I can solve simple problems involving ½ and ¼ using objects.   

10 I can solve simple problems involving ½ and ¼ using standard and non-
standard units of length. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Multiplication, Division & Fractions   

S13   

Descriptor   

1 I can count forwards and backwards in steps of 2, 5 and 10 starting from 
any number including 0. 

  

2 I can recall the multiplication and division facts for the 2 and 10 times 
table. 

  

3 I can recognise that multiplication can be done in any order i.e. 
commutative. 

  

4 I can recognise that division cannot be done in any order i.e. not 
commutative. 

  

5 I can recognise and name the fractions 1/3, ¼, 2/4 and ¾ when related to 
length, shape, set of objects or quantity. 

  

6 I can calculate the fractions ¼, 2/4 and ¾ of a length, shape, set of objects 
or quantity. 

  

7 I can use my knowledge of the 2 times table to speed up calculations.   

8 I can show that I understand which numbers are odd and even up to 100 
using my knowledge of multiples.  

  

9 I can write fraction symbols from verbal instruction.   

10 I can demonstrate that the same quantity can be split into equal groups in 
different ways. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Multiplication, Division & Fractions   

S14   

Descriptor   

1 I can count forwards and backwards in steps of 2, 3, 5 and 10 starting 
from any number including 0.  

  

2 I can recall the multiplication and division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 times 
table when not in a sequential order. 

  

3 I can recognise the connection between doubling/halving and the 2 times 
table by recording my calculation = e.g. Double 6 = 6x2 

  

4 I can write mathematical statements using the multiplication, division and 
equals sign. 

  

5 I can recognise the equivalence of ½ and 2/4.   

6 I can count up in halves to ten starting from any number and using the ½.   

7 I can count up in halves to ten starting from any number and using the ½, 
and 2/4 equivalences e.g. 1 1/4, 1 2/4 (or 1 ½), 1 ¾, 2. 

  

8 I can share or group objects equally to help solve fraction problems. e.g. 
Share 16 apples into quarters = 4 groups of 4. 

  

9 I can calculate the fraction 1/4 of a length, shape, small set of objects or 
quantity. 

  

10 I can calculate the fraction 1/3 of a length, shape, small set of objects or 
quantity. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Multiplication, Division & Fractions   

S15   

Descriptor   

1 I can count from 0 in multiples of 3,4,50 to 100.   

2 I can recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 3 times table.   

3 I can recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 4 times table.   

4 I can calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division 
using the multiplication tables I know. 

  

5 I can solve missing number problems involving x and ÷ e.g. 3 x � = 18   

6 I can recognise and write fractions of a discrete set of objects for unit, and 
non-unit fractions (less than a whole) with denominators 2 and 3 e.g. ½, 
⅓, or ⅔ of a pizza.  
 
A unit fraction has 1 as its numerator e.g. ¼, ½, ⅓. 
A non-unit fraction has a numerator which is greater than 1 e.g. ¾, ⅔, 
⅚ , ⅜. 

  

7  I can count up to 1 in 10ths.   

8 I can add fractions with the same denominator within one whole.   

9 I can compare and order fractions with the same denominator.   

10 I can show, using practical resources, that I recognise some equivalent 
fractions, with denominators up to 6 i.e. ⅔ = 4/6 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Multiplication, Division & Fractions   

S16   

Descriptor   

1 I can count from zero in multiples of 3, 4, 8, 50, 100.   

2 I can recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4, and 8 x 
table. 

  

3 I can calculate mathematical statements mentally for x and ÷ using the x 
tables I know, including for two digit numbers times one digit numbers. 

  

4 I can calculate mathematical statements by formal written methods for x 
and ÷ using the x tables I know, including for two digit numbers x one digit 
numbers. 

  

5 I can solve simple ratio and scaling problems e.g. one cup holds three 
beads. How many beads will eight cups hold? Tommy pays £4 for an ice-
cream. How much would he pay for 4 ice-creams? 

  

6 I can recognise and write fractions of a discrete set of objects for unit and 
non-unit fractions (less than 1) with denominators 4 and 5 e.g1/4, 1/5, 3/5 
of a pizza. 
 
A unit fraction has 1 as its numerator e.g. ¼, ½, ⅓. 
A non-unit fraction has a numerator which is greater than 1 e.g. ¾, ⅔, 
⅚ ,⅜. 

  

7 I can add and subtract fractions with the same denominator, within one 
whole. 

  

8 I can make a whole using equivalent fractions, using practical apparatus 
 e.g. ½ + ¼ + ¼ = 1 whole. 

  

    

  



MATHEMATICS - Number Multiplication, Division & Fractions   

S16 continued   

Descriptor   

9 I can compare and order unit fractions and fractions with the same 
denominators. 

  

10 I can place unit and non-unit fractions as numbers on a number line. 
 
A unit fraction has 1 as its numerator e.g. ¼, ½, ⅓. 
A non-unit fraction has a numerator which is greater than 1 e.g. ¾, ⅔, 
⅚ , ⅜. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Space Shape & Measure   

S4   

Descriptor   

1 I can show an interest in objects and their shapes by touching and looking.   

2 I can push obstructions out of the way to obtain an object.   

3 I can search for objects that are out of sight, hearing or touch.   

4 I can randomly stack or join objects.   

5 I can join or stack ‘like’ objects, showing an awareness of their 
relationship. 

  

6 I can match big objects and small objects.   

7 I can line up objects (awareness of position).   

8 I can knock objects to make them move.   

9 I can handle 2D shapes.   

10 I can fill a container.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Space Shape & Measure   

S5   

Descriptor   

1 I can indicate where objects belong.    

2 I can search intentionally for objects in their usual place.   

3 I can find big objects on request.   

4 I can find small objects on request.   

5 I can say which object is bigger from a group of two objects.   

6 I can say which object is smaller from a group of two objects.   

7 I can explore the position of objects e.g. in/out.   

8 I can play with the sand/water e.g. pouring from one container to another.   

9 I can use pictorial/symbol timetable for sequencing activities e.g.  
NOW - Work 
THEN – Snack 

  

10 I can take the lid off a box to find an object placed inside.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Space Shape & Measure   

S6   

Descriptor   

1 I can manipulate 3D shapes in practical activities e.g. building towers, 
rolling tubes. 

  

2 I can indicate to a sign, symbol or word that describes the preposition 
‘in/inside’. 

  

3 I can respond to a request involving the preposition ‘in/inside’ e.g. Put the 
teddy in the box. 

  

4 I can indicate to a sign, symbol or word that describes the preposition ‘on’.   

5 I can respond to a request involving the preposition ‘on’ e.g. Put the teddy 
on the box. 

  

6 I can indicate to a sign, symbol or word that describes the preposition 
‘under’. 

  

7 I can respond to a request involving the preposition ‘under’ e.g. Put the 
teddy under the box. 

  

8 I can search for objects that are not found in their usual place.   

9 I can sort two sets of objects where the difference is not great e.g. 10p 
and 5p coins. 

  

10 I can identify the bigger or smaller object when shown two objects where 
the difference is not great. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Space Shape & Measure   

S7   

Descriptor   

1 I can move forwards and backwards.   

2 I can move an object forwards and backwards.   

3 I can comment whether an object is moving forwards and backwards 
when I’m not in control of the object e.g. Beebot 

  

4 I can indicate the shape which is the same as the shown shape, from a 
collection of simple 2D shapes with the same characteristics. (colour/size) 

  

5 I can find objects with the same characteristics as a given example e.g. 
round 

  

6 I can begin to make comments on differences in size e.g. big/large, 
medium, small/little 

  

7 I can use the language of ‘heavy’ or ‘light’ in practical activities from a 
verbal request. 

  

8 I can use the language of ‘full’ or ‘empty’ in practical activities from a 
verbal request. 

  

9 I can use the language of ‘more’ or ‘less’ in practical activities from a 
verbal request. 

  

10 I can use the language of ‘enough’ or ‘not enough’ to compare two 
quantities in practical activities from a verbal request. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Space Shape & Measure   

S8   

Descriptor   

1 I can compare two objects directly side by side using language of length 
e.g. the long one, or the short one. 

  

2 I can compare two objects directly side by side using a language of height 
e.g. the tall one or the short one. 

  

3 I can state a few significant times in my week e.g. Football on Saturday.   

4 I can order up to three marked events that happen during my day e.g. 
Literacy, dinner, PE. 

  

5 I can identify a circle in a range of environments following a visual model.   

6 I can identify a square in a range of environments following a visual 
model. 

  

7 I can identify a triangle in a range of environments following a visual 
model. 

  

8 I can identify shapes in pictures, models or patterns.   

9 I can order 3 objects by size.   

10 I can use basic comparative language e.g. Bigger, larger, smaller and 
heavier. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Measure   

S9   

Descriptor   

1 I can use the names of the days of the week, in context.    

2 I can order the days of the week.   

3 I can say an activity/activities for days of the week.   

4 I can sequence the events of a day e.g. On a visual timetable.   

5 I can order numbers on a clock (copied from a model).   

6 I can understand that a clock has a ‘big’ hand and a ‘little’ hand.    

7 I can sort and name coins into 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p & 20p.    

8 I can identify objects that are longer/shorter than a 1metre rule.    

9 I can compare and order the length of more than 2 objects, using direct 
comparisons, e.g. Lengths of straws, string, etc. 

  

10 I can make comparisons using non-standard measures using 
longer/shorter, heavier than/lighter than, taller/shorter.  

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Measure   

S10   

Descriptor   

1 I can sequence the days of the week, in order, using before/after/next.   

2 I can sequence the events of a day, in order, using 
morning/afternoon/evening.  

  

3 I can sort and name coins into 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p, 50p, £1 and £2.   

4 I can estimate how many non-standard units of measure will be needed 
when measuring length, capacity and mass.  

  

5 I can relate key events to months of the year e.g. Birthdays and 
Christmas.  

  

6 I can order more than 2 objects by mass or capacity, using direct 
comparison. 

  

7 I can find the heavier/lighter object when using a balance e.g. The heavier 
one goes down. 

  

8 I can use the comparative language related to time e.g. Quicker/slower, 
earlier/later. 

  

9 I can show that I am aware of the passage of time e.g. Hands moving on a 
clock, sand through a sand timer.  

  

10 I can make comparisons using more than/less than e.g. hotter/colder.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Measure   

S11   

Descriptor   

1 I can identify the current day, date, month and year by using a class 
calendar.  

  

2 I can name the day that is before, after, yesterday and tomorrow.     

3 I can sequence events of several days, in chronological order, using 
appropriate language. 

  

4 I can identify clock faces at o’clock.   

5 I can draw hands onto a clock face to represent each o’clock.    

6 I can say that there are 7 days in the week and 12 months in a year.   

7 I can begin to use £ and p notation in a role play situation e.g. Prices in a 
play shop.  

  

8 I can order coins in terms of value.   

9 I can add amounts up to 5p (using 1p, 2p and 5p coins).   

10 I can show I understand the concept of  
1 metre, 1 litre and 1 kilogram (introducing standard units with basic 
equipment provided e.g. metre rule). 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Measure   

S12   

Descriptor   

1 I can begin to link seasons to months of the year, e.g. August in Summer, 
December in Winter, April in Spring. 

  

2 I can identify clock faces at half-past.   

3 I can recall the date of significant events in my year, in day and month 
format. 

  

4 I can use practical measuring apparatus, to find objects that are 
heavier/lighter than 500g, holds more/less than ½ litre.  

  

5 I can measure and begin to record length/height in standardised unit when 
given equipment. 

  

6 I can measure and begin to record mass/weight in standardised units 
when given equipment. 

  

7 I can measure and begin to record volume/capacity in standardised units 
when given equipment. 

  

8 I can add amounts up to 10p (using 1p, 2p, 5p and 10p coins).    

9 I can give change from amounts up to 10p.   

10 I can record pence notation in a range of activities.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Measure   

S13   

Descriptor   

1 I can show that I know the relationship between units of time e.g. 1 
minute = 60 seconds, 1 hour = 60 minutes, 1 day = 24 hours etc. 

  

2 I can draw/demonstrate hands on a clock face indicating an hour and ½ 
past the hour.  

  

3 I can make an approximate estimation of the amount of time a task will 
take, and test my estimation. 

  

4 I can link regular key events in my day to o’clock and half past using a 
numbered clock face. 

  

5 I can suggest appropriate standard equipment for measuring length (in 
any direction) and mass. e.g. Choose a cm ruler, metre rule or trundle 
wheel/ balances, scales. 

  

6 I can suggest appropriate standard equipment for measuring capacity or 
volume e.g. a measuring jug to measure liquid, cm cubes to measure 
volume of a space (box)  

  

7 I can choose and use appropriate standard units to estimate and 
measure length and height (m/cm). 

  

8 I can measure to the nearest standard unit.   

9 I can add amounts up to 50p (using 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p and 50p coins).     

10 I can find different combinations of coins that equal the same amounts of 
money. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Measure   

S14   

Descriptor   

1 I can compare and order intervals of time e.g. seconds, minutes, hours.   

2 I can recognise, tell and write the times of o’clock, half past and quarter 
past, and begin to recognise quarter to the hour. 

  

3 I can measure time to five minute intervals.   

4 I can identify, choose and use appropriate standard units to estimate and 
measure temperature (degrees C). 

  

5 I can identify, choose and use appropriate standard units to estimate and 
measure mass and capacity (g/kg, ml/l). 

  

6 I can record the notation of standard units when measuring.   

7 I can use and understand the signs <, > and = and use these to order 
length, mass, volume and capacity. 

  

8 I can reason about simple multiplicative relationships such as twice as 
long, 10 times as high etc.   

  

9 I can combine amounts of coins which total £1 or more and use 
appropriate notation e.g. £ and p. 

  

10 I can solve money problems with same unit coins involving giving 
change up to 100p. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Measure   

S15   

Descriptor   

1 I can measure length and mass using standard measures, extending 
skills to include mm, g. 

  

2 I can measure volume and capacity using standard measures, extending 
skills to include ml. 

  

3 I can add and subtract length, mass, volume and capacity, using whole 
numbers, and showing the unit e.g. kg, g, l, ml, m, cm, mm. 

  

4 I can compare measurements of length, mass, volume and capacity 
using the language greater than/less than/equal to. 

  

5 I can tell the time from an analogue clock understanding that the 
numbers 1-12 represent 5 minute intervals. 

  

6 I can record and compare time in terms of seconds, minutes, hours and 
o’clock. 

  

7 I can recall the number of days in each month.   

8 I can compare durations of events.   

9 I can identify the £s and pence when presented in a written form. £1.34, 
£2.09.  

  

10 I can add amounts of money to buy more than one item, using both £s 
and pence, in practical contexts. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Measure   

S16   

Descriptor   

1 I can measure the perimeter of 2D shapes.   

2 I can use my knowledge of measures to solve word problems.   

3 I can estimate length, mass, volume, capacity, with increasing accuracy, 
when given a standard measure e.g. rule, 1 Kg weight, 1 litre jug. 

  

4 I can add and subtract lengths (m/cm/mm ); mass (kg/ g) and 
volume/capacity  
(l/ml ) using mixed units e.g. 1kg 200g + 500g =1kg 700g, 3kg 900g – 
300g = �. 

  

5 I can use time related vocabulary including morning, afternoon, night, 
midday/noon, AM, PM, midnight. 

  

6 I can estimate and read time to the nearest minute with increasing 
accuracy. 

  

7 I can use both analogue and digital 12 hour clocks, and record their 
times. 

  

8 I can match Roman numerals to numerals up to 12.   

9 I can indicate that I know the number of days in a year and a leap year. 
 
Thirty days hath September, 
April, June, and November. 
All the rest have thirty-one, 
Except February alone, 
Which has twenty-eight, in fine, 
And each leap year twenty-nine. 
 

  

10 I can add and subtract amounts of money to give change using both £s 
and pence in practical contexts. 

  

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Shape, Position & Direction   

S9   

Descriptor   

1 I can recognise by name 2D shapes - square, rectangle, circle, triangle.   

2 I can name 2D shapes - square, rectangle, circle, triangle.   

3 I can begin to refer to some features of shapes including ‘side’ and 
‘corner’. 

  

4 I can follow instructions using the positional language behind, in front of, 
next to. 

  

5 I can use the positional language ‘behind’, ‘in front of’, ‘next to’ in a range 
of activities. 

  

6 I can show my understanding of ‘first’, ‘second’, ‘third’ and ‘last’ in a range 
of situations e.g. lines of pupils, races and sequencing activities. 

  

7 I can follow a simple route moving my body/an object ‘forwards’, 
‘backwards’ and ‘turn’. 

  

8 I can use the language of ‘forwards’, ‘backwards’ and ‘turn’ to give 
instructions. 

  

9 I can recognise basic directional symbols - arrows and turns.   

10 I can differentiate 2D and 3D shapes by sorting.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Shape, Position & Direction   

S10   

Descriptor   

1 I can identify how many sides and corners a 2D shape has.    

2 I can recognise by name 3D shapes - cube, cuboid, sphere, pyramid, 
cylinder. 

  

3 I can name 3D shapes - cube, cuboid, sphere, pyramid, cylinder.   

4 I can identify 3D shapes in a range of environments e.g. food packaging.   

5 I can refer to the features of 2D and 3D shapes as ‘straight’ and/or 
‘curved’. 

  

6 I can refer to some features of 3D shapes including ‘sides/edges’ and 
‘corners’. 

  

7 I can use the positional language ‘top, ‘middle’, ‘bottom’ in a range of 
activities. 

  

8 I can use the positional language ‘between’ ’above’ and ‘below’ in a range 
of activities. 

  

9 I can move myself or an object a whole, a half turn on request.   

10 I can describe an observed movement as a whole, a half turn in practical 
activities. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Shape, Position & Direction   

S11   

Descriptor   

1 I can identify how many sides/edges and corners a 3D shape has.    

2 I can recognise by name 2D shapes - square, triangle, rectangle, circle, 
pentagon and hexagon. 

  

3 I can name 2D shapes - square, triangle, rectangle, circle, pentagon, 
hexagon. 

  

4 I can describe a range of 2D shapes using more than one property.   

5 I can solve problems by sorting according to one stated property e.g. 3 
corners, all of the shapes with straight sides. 

  

6 I can identify left and right in a range of situations e.g. Which hand do you 
write with? 

  

7 I can plan/design a simple route using directional arrows.   

8 I can recall a simple route using directional arrows.   

9 I can move myself or an object a whole, a half, a quarter turn on request.   

10 I can describe an observed movement as a whole, a half or a quarter turn 
in practical activities. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Shape, Position & Direction   

S12   

Descriptor   

1 I can recognise by name 3D shapes - cube, cuboid, sphere, pyramid, 
cylinder, cone, prism.  

  

2 I can name 3D shapes - cube, cuboid, sphere, pyramid, cylinder, cone, 
prism. 

  

3 I can sort mixed 2D and 3D shapes according to more than one criteria 
e.g. size, number of sides/edges. 

  

4 I can identify the 2D and 3D shapes needed to build a model e.g. rocket, 
robot. 

  

5 I can recognise the 2D representations of 3D objects.   

6 I can use the language of distance to describe ‘close’, ‘near’ and ‘far’.   

7 I can draw/identify an approximate mirror image of a simple shape/picture.   

8 I can move myself or an object a whole, a half, a quarter turn or a three-
quarter turn on request. 

  

9 I can describe an observed movement as a whole, a half, a quarter or a 
three-quarter turn in practical activities. 

  

10 I can describe the types of turn I need to make to face a requested 
object/person. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Shape, Position & Direction   

S13   

Descriptor   

1 I can use my knowledge of the properties of shape to identify triangles and 
rectangles in their many forms. 

  

2 I can recognise that the properties remain the same when a shape is 
rotated or enlarged even though it may look different. 

  

3 I can identify 2D shapes on the surface of 3D shapes e.g. a circle on a 
cylinder. 

  

4 I can identify the faces which make up 3D shapes.   

5 I can make a right and left turn on request.   

6 I can identify right angles in 2D shapes.   

7 I can identify a line of symmetry on regular 2D shapes.   

8 I can make a ‘clockwise’ turn using my body/object.   

9 I can make an ‘anti-clockwise’ turn using my body/object.    

10 I can identify 100% as the whole (rote learning) e.g. shapes, turns, marks 
in a test, attendance certificate. 

  

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Shape, Position & Direction   

S14   

Descriptor   

1 I can compare and sort common 2D and 3D shapes and everyday objects 
on the basis of their geometric properties, including vertices, sides edges 
and faces. 

  

2 I can use the language of ‘corner’ and ‘vertices’ interchangeably.   

3 I can recognise right angles in everyday objects.   

4 I can recognise that a quarter turn is the same as a right angle.   

5 I can describe the direction of a turn using the term ‘clockwise’   

6 I can describe the direction of a turn using the term ‘anti-clockwise’.   

7 I can describe the types of turn I need to make to face a requested 
object/person including clockwise and anticlockwise. 

  

8 I can use the language of position, direction and movement to travel along 
a route to a finishing point. 

  

9 I can recognise the % symbol.   

10 I can understand that per cent relates to the number of parts per hundred.   

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Shape, Position & Direction   

S15 - Double weighted   

Descriptor   

1 I can recognise that 2 right angles make a half-turn.   

2 I can draw a range of 2D shapes.   

3 I can identify horizontal and vertical lines.   

4 I can make a range of 3D shapes using modeling materials.   

5 I can identify whether angles are greater or lesser than a right angle,    

 

  



MATHEMATICS - Geometry - Shape, Position & Direction   

S16 - Double weighted   

Descriptor   

1 I can recognise that 3 right angles make a ¾ turn and that 4 right angles 
make a complete turn. 

  

2 I can recognise 3D shapes in different orientations and describe them.   

3 I can identify when a 2D shape is symmetrical or non-symmetrical.    

4 I can identify pairs of perpendicular lines and pairs of parallel lines.   

5 I can identify acute and obtuse angles.   

 

  



SCIENCE   

S4   

Descriptor   

1 I can show my preference of a smell by showing pleasure or displeasure.   

2 I can actively explore properties of seeds/bulbs including texture, size, 
colour, dry/moist. 

  

3 I can show pleasure and/or displeasure in a range of food plants.   

4 I can experience pushes and pulls in a range of situations showing a 
consistent response e.g. adult pushing a child on a swing. 

  

5 I can intentionally cause movement in a range of activities.   

6 I can repeat an action to get a known effect.   

7 I can imitate actions modeled by another pupil or adult e.g. hop like a frog, 
moo like a cow. 

  

8 I can show interest in objects or living things collected from the local 
environment. 

  

9 I can show an awareness of the need to be gentle when handling 
animals. 

  

10 I can make sounds with my body e.g. stamping, clapping.   

11 I can imitate actions involving main body parts e.g. waving, nodding head.   

12 I can show my preference of a taste, smell or touch by showing pleasure 
or displeasure. 

  

13 I can imitate sounds or actions e.g. uses sound button/voice in action 
song, slides volume control/ dimmer switch. 

  

14 I can anticipate outcomes in familiar routines/activities e.g. excited before 
projector or bubble tube switched on in the sensory room. 

  



 

  

SCIENCE   

S4  continued   

Descriptor   

15. I can communicate awareness of changes in light e.g. keeps eyes closed 
in bright sunlight until moved to shade. 

  

16 I can copy simple actions e.g. ripping paper; squeezing modelling dough.   

17 I can use familiar objects that produce predictable results e.g. squeezing 
a sponge to make water come out; turning a tap to see water; hands 
under drier to feel moving air. 

  

18 I can request a familiar desired object in my chosen style e.g. vocally or 
by gesture. 

  

19 I can repeat simple actions when prompted.   

20 I can show anticipation and choice making e.g. reaching out towards a 
favoured resource. 

  



SCIENCE   

S5   

Descriptor   

1 I can show anticipation with turn taking activities by reaching out to touch, 
smell and taste plants. 

  

2 I can join in with planting activities when given step by step 
symbol/photographic support e.g. soil/seed in pot, pouring water using a 
watering can. 

  

3 I can, with increasing consistency, indicate my likes and dislikes when 
exploring a wide range of plants, using symbols and signs if necessary. 

  

4 I can understand ‘stop’ and ‘go’.   

5 I can engage in a pushing/pulling activity with another person showing 
anticipation e.g. puts out hands to stop model car. 

  

6 I can identify ‘fast’ movements in a favourite activity using symbol cues if 
necessary. 

  

7 I can select a named adult animal from a limited choice e.g. cat, dog 
horse. 

  

8 I can point to/indicate the main body parts of an animal e.g. head legs, 
eyes, ears. 

  

9 I can link a few animal sounds to the correct animal.   

10 I can hear and feel the flow of air from my mouth.   

11 I can recognise basic parts of my body e.g. head, arms, hands, legs, feet.   

12 I can follow commands to move my body parts e.g. wave your hands, shake 
your head. 

  

13 I can initiate sounds/light response purposefully to join in action 
songs/interactive light play e.g. BIGmack switch, light beam. 

  

14 I can match the sound source of 4+ favourite animals/vehicles   



SCIENCE   

S5  continued   

Descriptor   

15 I can make choices of light and sound sources for preferred outcome.   

16 I can match everyday objects.   

17 I can trial actions and repeat actions after initial modelling e.g. building 
tower/sand castle. 

  

18 I can take part in activities focussed on the anticipation of, and enquiry 
into specific environments e.g. finding the hamster under the straw, ripping 
paper to expose a present.  

  

19 I can take part in simple scientific activities led by an adult, for short 
periods. 

  

20 I can use a range of equipment to initiate change in familiar and relevant 
situations e.g. switching the computer on, lights off to use torches, rolling 
pin to change the shape of modeling dough, free paint colour mixing. 

  

 

  



SCIENCE   

S6   

Descriptor   

1 I can identify/name a ‘flower’, ‘leaf’, and ‘tree’.   

2 I can respond to basic scientific questions when given two contrasting 
choices e.g. show me the big/small flower, wet/dry soil, same/different pot. 

  

3 I can interpret what I did when shown a picture/photograph recording of 
my actions e.g. ‘in pot’, ‘dig’, ‘water it/in’. 

  

4 I can copy demonstrated forwards and backwards movements.   

5 I can identify ‘slow’ movements in a favourite activity using symbol cues if 
necessary. 

  

6 I can respond appropriately to the word ‘push’ on request.   

7 I can pair baby: adult animals from a choice of two e.g. caterpillar:butterfly, 
chick:hen, puppy:dog, kitten:cat. 

  

8 I can recognize, by name, the stages of life cycles when linked to a 
practical or story based demonstration. 

  

9 I can show that I know that animals need food to live.   

10 I can indicate foods that I like and dislike.   

11 I can name basic parts of my body e.g. head, arms, hands, legs, feet.   

12 I can show that I understand where parts of my body belong e.g. facial 
features. 

  

13 I can actively participate in a range of sound and light activities e.g. strives 
to make sounds, responds to others, makes clear choices between sound 
sources. 

  

14 I can match 10+ sounds to source from three or more categories e.g. 
animal/ vehicle/ body/household appliances/instruments (using 
objects/photographs/pictures if necessary). 

  



SCIENCE   

S6 continued   

Descriptor   

15 I can begin to link an everyday appliance to its purpose e.g. will fetch 
hairdryer after swimming, Take lolly to fridge freezer, pizza to oven. 

  

16 I can recognise and name simple objects e.g. bubble, glass, cup, spoon, 
book, table, ice. 

  

17 I can identify shiny objects from a given selection.   

18 I can show that I notice that some materials change according to 
conditions (shown by gesture or reaction) e.g. melting ice/chocolate, 
popcorn. 

  

19 I can ‘show’ what I did in an activity e.g. by showing an object 
(outcome)/repeating an activity when requested. 

  

20 I can begin to make generalizations, connections and predictions from 
regular experiences e.g. I will ‘get wet’ in the rain, the room will ‘be dark’ if 
I turn the light off, the shaker will be ‘noisy’. 

  

 

  



SCIENCE   

S7   

Descriptor   

1 I can name two or more edible plants when shown them e.g. carrot, 
potato, strawberry. 

  

2 I can indentify that plants grow and change.   

3 I can understand the use of vocabulary relating to growth and change e.g. 
little/small, grow, tall, big, long. 

  

4 I can respond appropriately to the word ‘pull’ on request.   

5 I can demonstrate changes in movement e.g. up, down, big push, little 
push, forwards, backwards. 

  

6 I can respond to action words related to movement e.g. stop, go, start, 
turn, fast, slow. 

  

7 I can match animals to the food that they eat e.g. cow eats grass, horse 
eats hay, dog eats biscuits. 

  

8 I can assemble main body parts to make a whole animal e.g. using cards  
or ‘Clicker’ (computer programme). 

  

9 I can identify the distinctive characteristics of animals e.g tiger’s claws; 
elephant’s trunk; giraffe’s long neck. 

  

10 I can describe characteristics of my own body e.g. brown hair, blue eyes, 
black skin. 

  

11 I can show that I understand simple functions of my own body.   

12 I can show that I know my own gender and recognise boy and girl.   

13 I can differentiate between a loud and quiet sound when the contrast is 
significant. 

  

14 I can identify two or more common sound sources by name when a 
limited selection is presented e.g. identify the drum on recorded music.  

  



SCIENCE   

S7  Continued   

Descriptor   

15 I can identify that it is light in the daytime and dark during the night.   

16 I can differentiate hot and cold materials when the contrast is obvious.   

17 I can use simple language to describe what I am doing during a scientific 
investigation. 

  

18 I can indicate that I know the properties of some materials e.g. ball will 
bounce, glue stick will stick, scissors will cut. 

  

19 I can begin to make suggestions for planning and evaluating my work e.g. 
responding to the question ‘Was that right or wrong?’ This can be done by 
‘showing’, ‘demonstrating’, ‘trying out’, ‘responding’. 

  

20 I can talk about what I did, showing emerging scientific vocabulary e.g. 
‘water it - grow’, ’car down slope - ‘car go/went fast’, ‘I shout’ - loud, ’I 
whisper’ - quiet. 

  

 

  



SCIENCE   

S8   

Descriptor   

1 I can name two or more non-edible plants e.g. daisy, buttercup, tulip, 

daffodil. 

  

2 I can contribute to a record of the growth of a plant.   

3 I can identify the need for water to help the flower/seed/bulb grow.    

4 I can identify other sorts of push and pull after demonstration e.g. twist, 
bend and squeeze. 

  

5 After completing an investigation I can identify objects that ‘float’ and 
‘sink’. 

  

6 I can identify that objects/people/animals move in different ways using 
related vocabulary e.g. spin, swing, slide, hop, jump. 

  

7 I can name the simple functions of characteristic body parts e.g. sharp 
teeth for biting, ears for listening. 

  

8 I can categorize common animals into groups including pets, farm 
animals, birds, water creatures. 

  

9 I can sequence a series of more than 3 pictures to describe a simple life 
cycle. 

  

10 I can show that I understand that I have grown from a baby.   

11 I can locate less obvious parts of my body e.g. chin, elbow, chest, teeth.   

12 I can show that I understand the functions of external body parts e.g. kicking 
the ball with my feet. 

  

13 I can identify a ‘shadow’.   

14 I can show that I understand that electricity can be dangerous e.g. no 
fingers in sockets. 

  

15 I can suggest a light source to find things in the dark.   



SCIENCE   

S8 continued   

Descriptor   

16 I can identify hard materials and soft materials when these qualities are 
obvious e.g. hard (wood), soft (sponge). 

  

17 I can predict, from my previous experience, that a given material will 
change according to conditions. e.g. melting ice/chocolate, cake mix 
becomes cake, pop corn. 

  

18 I can identify rough materials and smooth materials when these qualities 
are obvious  
e.g. rough sand paper, smooth silk. 

  

19 I can make simple recordings of my findings e.g. sequencing photographs 
or pictures to describe a process, sticking pictures of objects onto a 
worksheet to indicate objects that sink/float, animals with/without wings. 

  

20 I can describe changes when questioned directly relating to the 
statements above. 

  

 

  



SCIENCE    

S9   

Descriptor   

1 I can recognise a plant, seed and a bulb.   

2 I can label the basic parts of a plant, flower, leaf, root and stem.   

3 I can sequence the basic stages of growth from seed/bulb to plant.   

4 I can describe how things move using simple comparisons such as ‘faster’ 
and ‘slower’. 

  

5 I can predict the direction an object will move in when a force is applied to 
it. 

  

6 I can identify when a magnetic force is being used e.g. cupboard door, 
iPad cover. 

  

7 I can use the vocabulary ‘fur’, feathers’, ’scales’, ‘hair’ when labeling 
animals. 

  

8 I can show that I know some signs that indicate an animal is content and 
happy  
e.g. cat purring, dog wagging its tail - and that I understand the dangers 
that some animals can present.  

  

9 I can name at least three animals found in my local environment after an 
investigation. 

  

10 I can show that I am aware that there are bones inside my body.   

11 I can show that I am developing a sensory vocabulary e.g. I can smell it, 
hear it, touch it. 

  

12 I can sort foods into types e.g. fruit, vegetables, meat.   

13 I can show that I understand that my shadow moves when I do e.g. waving 
hands. 

  

14 I can demonstrate properties of light and sound e.g. by using equipment to 
change volume loud/ louder/ loudest. 

  



SCIENCE    

S9 continued   

Descriptor   

15 I can give examples of warning sounds (e.g. ambulance, fire alarm) and 
explain what they signify. 

  

16 I can identify the common materials wood, paper, bricks, straw, sand, 
water. 

  

17 I can identify a single property of common materials eg. bendy, rough, 
hard, can be poured. 

  

18 I can select, from a choice, appropriate apparatus and/or utensils to carry 
out a change to a material e.g. knife to slice bread, freezer to make ice. 

  

19 I can ask basic questions relating to the statements above.   

20 I can show that I am developing my ability to understand basic similarities 
and differences by making basic comparisons relating to the statements 
above. 

  

 

  



SCIENCE    

S10                                                           

Descriptor   

1 I can show some understanding that a plant needs sunlight to grow 
properly/healthily. 

  

2 I can identify that a seed develops a ‘shoot’ when it starts to grow.    

3 I can label the parts of a tree - root, branch, trunk, leaf.   

4 I can show that I understand that things move away from me when I push 
and come towards me when I pull. 

  

5 I can use the words ‘slow down’ and ‘speed up’ to describe things I 
observe. 

  

6 I can predict an object that may float and an object that will sink during 
planning of an investigation. 

  

7 I can group animals using a given criterion e.g. animals with scales.   

8 I can identify animals using a very simple identification key e.g. does it 
have legs? 

  

9 I can identify things that all animals need to survive e.g. food, shelter, 
water. 

  

10 I can show that I am aware of some physical changes to own body after 
exercise e.g. tired, thirsty, heart pounding, faster beating. 

  

11 I can show that I understand the need for good hygiene e.g. cleaning 
teeth, washing hands, showering. 

  

12 I can name some healthy and some unhealthy foods.   

13 I can demonstrate properties of light by using equipment to make things 
bright/ brighter/brightest, dull/duller/dullest. 

  

14 I can group and classify things that work by winding up (clockwork) and 
battery (electricity). 

  



SCIENCE   

S10 continued   

Descriptor   

15 I can show that I understand that some equipment needs recharging.   

16 I can identify objects that I can see through e.g. window, magnifying glass, 
bottle. 

  

17 I can identify the common materials wood, plastic, metal from standard 
examples. 

  

18 I can identify the dangers that some materials can present e.g. broken 
glass, sharp metal, heavy bricks, water and drowning. 

  

19 I can predict the outcome of an investigation from a choice of possible 
outcomes. 

  

20 I can observe closely using simple equipment relating to the statements 
above. 

  

 

  



SCIENCE    

S11                                                                  

Descriptor   

1 I can show an awareness of how trees change through the seasons e.g. 
leaves changing colour, shedding leaves,  

  

2 I can sort edible and non-edible plants from a given selection.   

3 I can identify petals on a flower and understand that these can be lots of 
different colours, sizes and shapes. 

  

4 I can recognise hazards and risks to myself in moving objects and use 
related vocabulary including ‘safe’, ‘danger’, ‘careful’.   

  

5 I can identify that pushes and pulls are ‘forces’.   

6 I can sort objects that move when pushed, pulled or both.   

7 I can understand the term ’habitat’ and identify a physical feature  
e.g. the desert is dry, the pond has water. 

  

8 I can place familiar animals into known groups e.g. birds, fish, mammals, 
mini-beasts 

  

9 I can name two animals that might live in a given habitat or micro-habitat  
e.g. frog in a pond, beetle under a stone. 

  

10 I can show that I understand the sequence of human growth e.g. baby, child, 
teenager, adult, old person. 

  

11 I can show an understanding that my skeleton protects my body parts and 
supports my body. 

  

12 I can show that I understand that medicines can help me recover from 
illness, but that they can also be dangerous. 

  

13 I can show that I understand that different equipment are either plugged 
into mains electricity, or use a battery. 

  

14 I can identify that it is not safe to look directly into the sun.   



SCIENCE   

S11 continued   

Descriptor   

15 I can identify that we can hear sounds with our ears and see light/ colours 
with our eyes, these being two of our five senses. 

  

16 I can distinguish between and object and the material from which it is 
made e.g. table-wood, chair plastic, window-glass. 

  

17 I can identify more than one property of every day materials (paper, wood, 
plastic, glass - see through/can break, metal - shiny/hard, water - wet/see 
through). 

  

18 I can show that I understand waterproof and not waterproof related to 
clothing and weather. 

  

19 I can use ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions relating to the statements above.   

20 I can accept/understand that the results of an investigation may be proven 
different from my prediction. 

  

 

  



SCIENCE    

S12                                                                   

Descriptor   

1 I can identify that plants need air, nutrients from the soil and room to grow.   

2 I can identify that plants can be dead or alive, giving reasons why this is 
the case. 

  

3 I can identify that a flower produces seed which can be dispersed  
e.g. by wind/birds. 

  

4 I can group and describe people/animals by the way they move e.g. crab 
moves sideways, horse trotting, snake slithering. 

  

5 I can identify that wind is a natural force and can make things move e.g. 
washing on a line. 

  

6 I can use the words ‘magnetic’ and non-magnetic to describe materials.   

7 I can name a few examples of common birds, fish, mammals, reptiles and 
amphibians (at least one in each group).  
know the names, but not understand what the differences are. 

  

8 I can compare two habitats by researching the animals and plants found 
there. 

  

9 I can show that I understand the need to return animals safely to their 
correct habitat. 

  

10 I can draw and label the basic parts of the human body.    

11 I can say (indicate) which part of the body is associated with each sense.   

12 I can show that I understand that my heart pumps blood around my body.   

13 I can show that I understand that light is needed for us to see.   

14 I can show that I understand changes in pitch e.g. high/higher.   

15 I can identify a range of common appliances that run on electricity and use 
the scientific word ‘plug’. 

  



SCIENCE   

S12 continued   

Descriptor   

16 I can describe the before and after of material changes linked to everyday 
experiences e.g. bread to toast, raw egg to poached egg. 

  

17 I can show that I understand that objects can be made from more than one 
material. 

  

18 I can show that I understand that the shapes of objects made from some 
materials can be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and stretching. 

  

19 I can use my observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions 
relating to the statements above. 

  

20 I can put information onto class/group tables and charts.   

  



SCIENCE    

S13                                                                   

Descriptor   

1 I can recognize that a bulb and seed start to grow under the soil.   

2 I can recognize the function a leaf.   

3 I can state a property that indicates whether plant is alive or dead e.g. 
healthy flower, brown foliage, dropping petals. 

  

4 I can identify what happens when I increase and decrease the force e.g. 
when bouncing a ball. 

  

5 I can identify that friction is when two objects rub together and is a slowing 
down force. 

  

6 I can use the scientific vocabulary ‘attract’, with an understanding that 
when magnets attract they move towards each other. 

  

7 I can show that I understand that some animals kill other animals for food.   

8 I can identify one characteristic that helps an animal live in its habitat  
e.g. thick fur on a polar bear. 

  

9 I can name an animal that lays eggs, and one that produces live young.   

10 I can show that I understand that we have lungs, and that they are used to 
breathe in and out. 

  

11 I can understand that humans have offspring which grow into adults.   

12 I can show that I understand the basic function of teeth.   

13 I can identify that shadows are formed when the light from a light source is 
blocked by a solid object. 

  

14 I can identify that the sun is the most powerful light source, and suggest 
ways of protecting oneself from its effects. 

  

15 I can identify three or more dangers associated with electricity, and I know 
that water and electricity are a dangerous combination. 

  



SCIENCE   

S13 continued   

Descriptor   

16 I can sort given objects according to the materials they are made from, 
regardless of shape, colour, size, finish (painted). 

  

17 I can choose a material from a given selection which is best suited to 
make a specific object.  

  

18 I can show that I understand the vocabulary transparent and opaque.   

19 I can, with visual support such as symbols, gather and record data to help 
in answering questions e.g. add ticks to two column table or coloured 
squares to a basic bar chart as part of a group activity. 

  

20 I can find things out using secondary sources of information including a 
search engine and non-fiction books. 

  

  



SCIENCE    

S14                                                                    

Descriptor   

1 I can show that I understand the basic needs of a plant for survival and 
suggest ways to investigate the impact of changing these. 

  

2 I can show that I understand that certain plants grow in certain places and 
are adapted to help them survive e.g. cactus in desert, lily pad in water. 

  

3 I can observe and classify a variety of common plants and trees as 
deciduous and evergreen. 

  

4 I can use the scientific vocabulary ‘repel’, with an understanding that when 
magnets repel they move away from each other. 

  

5 I can identify a wide range of directions and their corresponding written 
symbols up, down, left right, turn, forwards, backwards. 

  

6 I can identify that forces make things change direction and give two or 
more examples e.g. hitting ball with bat. 

  

7 I can group animals according to what they eat - meat, plants or both.   

8 I can use a simple food chain to describe relationships between animals 
and their food sources. 

  

9 I can describe the best technique for collecting animals e.g. lift and replace 
rocks, use a pooter, use a net. 

  

10 I can show that I understand how humans inherit features from their 
parents e.g. eye colour. 

  

11 I can describe the basic needs of humans for survival.   

12 I can describe the importance for humans of eating the right amounts of 
different types of food 

  

13 I can show that I understand that the length of day changes as the 
seasons change. 

  



SCIENCE   

S14 continued   

Descriptor   

14 I can identify that shadows change during the day.   

15 I can identify two or more factors that affect the way sounds reach our ears 
e.g. wearing hoods, headphones, earplugs, ear wax, different 
volumes/genres of music. 

  

16 I can explain why different materials are best suited to making different 
objects e.g. metal for coins, cans and table legs; wood for matches, floor 
and telephone poles. 

  

17 I can show that I understand the vocabulary absorbent and non-absorbent.   

18 I can show that I understand that there are different kinds of rocks. 
(standard resources available from catalogues). 

  

19 I can show that I understand the concept of a fair test.   

20 I can use scientific words from the NC (Year 1 & 2) to communicate my 
ideas in a variety of ways. 

  

 

  



SCIENCE    

S15                                                                   

Descriptor   

1 I can identify that some flowers need to attract bees and other insects, and 
other flowers need the wind, to spread pollen to more flowers to make new 
seeds. 

  

2 I can identify that pollen is made in the stamen which is the male part of 
the flower. 

  

3 I can identify that the pollen sticks to the stigma which is the female part of 
the flower (pollination). 

  

4 I can understand that all objects fall to the ground because of a force from 
the earth called gravity. 

  

5 I can identify that an object will go down a ramp fastest when there is 
hardly any friction (smooth surface) and slowest when there is lots of 
friction (rough surface). 

  

6 I can identify that some forces need contact between two objects (e.g. 
push & pull), but magnetic forces can act at a distance e.g. magnet moves 
a toy car without touching. 

  

7 I can identify and group animals with and without skeletons.   

8 I can observe and compare the movement of animals in relation to their 
skeletons or non-skeletons e.g. dog walks, snail slides.  

  

9 I can show that I understand the vocabulary of ‘carnivore’ and ‘herbivore’.   

10 I can identify different food groups.   

11 I can identify that humans and some other animals have skeletons and 
muscles for support, protection and movement. 

  

12 I can name five or more internal organs.   

13 I can show that I understand that light is reflected from surfaces.   

  



SCIENCE   

S15 continued   

Descriptor   

14  I can build a simple electrical circuit using two wires, a battery and a bulb 
after demonstration and/or visual cues. 

  

15 I can identify that if you have no vision you cannot see and are ‘blind’ and 
without hearing you are ‘deaf’. 

  

16 I can describe, in simple terms, how fossils are formed when things that 
have lived are trapped within rock. 

  

17 I can show that I understand that water belongs to a type of material called 
a liquid in its normal state. 

  

18 I can show that I understand that a thermometer is used to measure how 
hot or cold a material is. 

  

19 I can recognize a test that is not fair and suggest why, and how to make it 
fair. 

  

20 I can show my understanding of evaluation by suggesting improvements 
to a scientific investigation. 

  

 

  



SCIENCE    

S16   

Descriptor   

1 I can identify four or more methods of seed dispersal.   

2 I can identify that flowers die once new seeds have been made.   

3 I can identify that the function of a fruit is to produce and disperse seeds.   

4 I can give examples of a slowing down force called friction e.g. brakes on 
a bike/scooter. 

  

5 I can identify that magnets have two ‘poles’ and predict which will attract or 
repel. 

  

6 I can show that I understand that where there is no gravity objects will float  
e.g. astronauts in space. 

  

7 I can show that I understand the vocabulary of ‘omnivore’, and name some 
animals which eat plants and meat. 

  

8 I can show that I understand the vocabulary of ‘predator’ and ‘prey’ and 
name some animals which hunt for meat. 

  

9 I can give some examples of some animals and their possible prey e.g. cat 
and mouse, bird and worm, big fish and little fish.  

  

10 I can identify that animals, including humans, need the right types and 
amount of nutrition, and that they cannot make their own food, they get 
nutrition from what they eat. 

  

11 I can show that I understand that my breathing rate is affected by how 

hard my muscles are working.  

  

12 I can show that I understand the simple functions of the basic parts of the 

digestive system in humans. 

  

13 I can identify that the light we see (white light) is made up of a mixture of 
seven colours. 

  

14 I can identify that light is a source of energy.   



SCIENCE   

S16 continued   

Descriptor   

15 I can identify that there can be no gap or break in a circuit for it to work - to 
make a bulb light. 

  

16 I can compare and group together different kinds of rocks on the basis of 
their appearance and simple physical properties (appropriate resources 
would be required).  

  

17 I can show that I understand that water becomes a solid (ice) when it is 
cooled.  

  

18 I can show that I understand that water becomes a gas (steam) when it is 
heated 

  

19 I can, with visual support such as symbols, contribute to all three elements 
of planning, evaluation and recording as part of a group activity. 

  

20 I can identify simple trends and patterns in outcomes from scientific 
investigations  
e.g. the harder I exercise the more breaths I take. 

  

 

  



 

  

ICT   

S4    

Descriptor   

1 I can make a change to my environment from a prepared selection e.g. 
light or sound in the room. 

  

2 I can show that I understand that IT equipment should be used 
purposefully  
e.g. pressing switch rather than swiping. 

  

3 I can press and release a control device (visual, verbal or physical).   

4 I can show that I can request a change in my environment e.g. make the 
music play by gesturing or taking someone to the CD player.  

  

5 I can show that I am aware that an action can cause a predictable result 
e.g. when I press the switch the computer says hello. 

  

6 I can intentionally explore a range of electronic control devices e.g. talking 
books; talking buttons. 

  

7 I can follow a single instruction to operate a digital device (with gesture 
and/or symbol support). 

  

8 I can indicate my choices when familiar sounds, images or movements 
are generated. 

  

9 I can control a digital device to move an object on screen in a random 
direction using a part of my body e.g. hands or eyes. 

  

10 I can repeat an action to maintain an outcome e.g. constant pressing of a 
switch to start and stop a remote control car. 

  



 

  

ICT   

S5    

Descriptor   

1 I can operate a device to create my preferred sound, image or movement.   

2 I can control a digital device to move an object on screen in an intentional 
direction using a part of my body e.g. hands or eyes. 

  

3 I can control a digital device to make a requested sound using a part of 
my body, e.g. child touches icon to create the requested sound. 

  

4 I can match objects to an image on screen.   

5 I can anticipate and observe work being printed and identify my own work.   

6 I can recognise a familiar icon or symbol.   

7 I can activate a switch a number of times to complete a simple sequence 
noticing changes after each switch press. 

  

8 I can create simple digital content e.g making simple marks in a paint 
program. 

  

9 I can move through photos/pages independently using a familiar digital 
device e.g. ‘clicking’ or ‘swiping’. 

  

10 I can use ICT to communicate simple ideas e.g. choosing favourite food 
from a selection, sort familiar objects into different categories  

  



 

  

ICT   

S6    

Descriptor   

1 I can use a keyboard or touch screen to select letters/symbols or images 
to represent my own name or me. 

  

2 I can operate a range of devices e.g. remote controlled car, walkie talkie 
or talking postcards. 

  

3 I can use a device to interact with others e.g. walkie talkie or touch screen 
in a turn taking game. 

  

4 I can use on-screen symbols to navigate a program.e.g. start button, 
forward arrow. 

  

5 I can use a single icon to print information on the computer.   

6 I can access familiar information e.g. favourite app/game/video on You 
Tube. 

  

7 I can use a remote control to turn on, off or adjust a device e.g. light, 
sound. 

  

8 I can choose a program icon to use for a simple purpose e.g. music, 
drawing, playing a game. 

  

9 I can retrieve stored audio/visual information using a simple one 
touch/action icon or switch. 

  

10 I can move a mouse understanding that this moves the cursor on the 
screen. 

  



 

  

ICT   

S7    

Descriptor   

1 I can choose a piece of equipment which will take a photograph from a 
range of electrical resources e.g. phone, tablet, camera. 

  

2 I can select a chosen colour within a basic paint program.    

3 I can show that I understand the use of some everyday electronic objects 
e.g. washing machine. 

  

4 I can operate some everyday electronic devices e.g. turn on television, 
load DVD player and press start. 

  

5 I can recognise that there are good and bad things that I can do when 
using technology. 

  

6 I can create a preferred effect by choosing between two separate 
switches e.g. forward/back, left/right on a remote controlled car. 

  

7 I can use pictures or symbols to record information about myself or 
something familiar e.g. symbol writer. 

  

8 I can use a music program to create a repeated sequence of sounds to 
share with my peers. 

  

9 I can use a drawing program to create a simple image e.g. face.   

10 I can identify different groups of people including family and friends, who 
may help me - early understanding of e-safety. 

  



 

  

ICT   

S8    

Descriptor   

1 I can sequence 3 steps of a known task in order using pictorial cues for 
support. 

  

2 I can create a 3 step sequence of instructions using pictorial cues to 
control a digital device. 

  

3 I can save my work using the correct icon.   

4 I can load/select a resource and make a choice from it e.g. 
DVD/CD/iTunes/Amazon and choose a track/video. 

  

5 I can use equipment to record (picture or sound) and then play back to 
share with others. 

  

6 I can recognise the success and failure of my action when using 
technology e.g. the Beebot didn’t turn in the correct direction to reach a 
set destination. 

  

7 I can identify different ways information can be presented e.g. websites, 
videos, sound, pictures 

  

8 I can describe what I did when I used technology demonstrating simple 
use of key terms and vocabulary e.g. forward, backward,  

  

9 I can collect simple data on a topic e.g. likes and dislikes   

10 I can notify an adult if I see or hear something that worries me whilst 
using technology e.g. a scary image or swearing on 'xbox live' 

  



 

  

ICT/Computing   

S9    

Descriptor   

1 
I can select text or images to convey information e.g. email, text, video 
link 

  

2 I can input a sequence to control ICT toys using pictorial cues to reach a 
specific destination e.g. Beebot or 2Sequence program. 

  

3 I can change/edit instructions/actions to achieve a goal e.g. deleting and 
retyping misspelt word, changing directions on Beebot 

  

4 I can give instructions to a friend to move around a room using forwards, 
backwards turn. 

  

5 I can identify 3 or more features of an electronic device including 
keyboard, screen, home button. 

  

6 I can present collected data using images on a simple data program.   

7 I can use my basic password where relevant. 
 

  

8 I can use basic icons to find information e.g. select a specific part of the 
CBeebies site to find an activity. 

  

9 I can differentiate between real life and fantasy in order to keep myself 
safe.   

  

10 I can recognise people who are familiar to me and people who are 
strangers e.g. when looking at photographs of friends on school website. 

  



ICT/Computing   

S10    

Descriptor   

1 I can use a keyboard on my device to enter text, using the spacebar 
appropriately. 

  

2 I can save information by pressing the ‘save’ button.   

3 I can interpret information shown in a simple chart or pictogram.   

4 I can find information from a given website.   

5 I can delete unwanted information or photographs from a device.   

6 I can recognise that a range of devices contain computers e.g. washing 
machine, laptop, Alexa. 

  

7 I can use the word 'debug' when I correct a mistake in sequence of 
movements using a Beebot/remote control car. 

  

8 I can recall the e-Safety rules e.g. SMART rules with visual prompts.   

9 I can understand why we use passwords.   

10 I can talk about how it is important to be kind and polite on line.   

 

  



ICT/Computing   

S11    

Descriptor   

1 I can select media e.g. images, sound, video to present information on a 
topic. 

  

2 I can locate letters on a keyboard (linking upper and lower case).   

3 I can use the word ‘algorithm’ and know that it relates to a sequence of 
events. 

  

4 I can retrieve my own information from a saved folder.   

5 I can make changes to an image on a paint/ drawing program e.g. change 
background colour, infill. 

  

6 I can understand that information online can be seen by others e.g. school 
website 

  

7 I can use a search engine to find requested information by typing in 
keywords. 

  

8 I can understand that by repeating an algorithm, the action will be 
repeated. 

  

9 I can recognise when a website/multi-media device is not age/content 
appropriate e.g. by classification. 

  

10 I can show that I am aware that I should not give personal information to 
anyone who is not known to me e.g. name, age, address 

  

 

  



ICT/Computing   

S12    

Descriptor   

1 I can navigate websites or stored information.   

2 I can add basic effects to sections of text e.g. changing font size and 
colour. 

  

3 I can use record, pause and play on a number of digital devices/programs.   

4 I can understand that the order of instructions in a sequence (algorithm) is 
important. 

  

5 I can combine different sequences (algorithms) to make an 
object/character move in different ways e.g. jump, run 

  

6 I can understand that the internet is made up of computers from all around 
the world connected together. 

  

7 I can understand that computers in school are connected and that this is 
called the ‘intranet’. 

  

8 I can understand that emails are messages that are “sent” and “received” 
through the Internet. 

  

9 I can identify different types of technology and why it is used in the home, 
school and community e.g. cash register in shop, traffic lights 

  

10 I can talk about why I should go online for a short amount of time before 
taking a break. 

  

 

  



ICT/Computing   

S13    

Descriptor   

1 I can use links to websites to find information and navigate these.   

2 I can use words associated with computing including algorithm, code, 
program, de-bug, data. 

  

3 I can devise a plan and program a robot or software to complete it.   

4 I can use the caps lock to add one capital letter or to capitalise a piece of 
text. 

  

5 I can identify an object using a branching database.   

6 I can use the enter key to go to the next line e.g. using 2code to use an 
image on the screen.  

  

7 I can watch a program in action and recognise that it hasn’t done what I 
expected it to do e.g. Purple Mash. 

  

8 I can talk about online tools that allow me to share information and ideas 
with other people e.g. email, online forums including games. 

  

9 I can identify a web address.    

10 I can show that I understand that I can block / defriend anyone who is 
making me feel uncomfortable (or ask for support to do this). 

  

 

  



ICT/Computing   

S14    

Descriptor   

1 I can understand that when we share content online we might not be 
able to delete it. 

  

2 I can identify and then debug an error in a simple algorithm or program 
e.g. Beebot  

  

3 I can suggest what technology would be useful to solve a basic problem 
e.g. computer to send email; telephone to make a voice call; camera to 
take a photo. 

  

4 I can change the variables in simulations and discuss their effects and 
benefits e.g. background, character, setting, features 

  

5 I can research topics and interests online.    

6 I can reply to an email on the intranet sent to me by someone I know.   

7 I can use a menu to navigate through a website to find specific 
information. 

  

8 I can identify a web address.    

9 I can select a blank document in desktop publishing software e.g. 
Publisher, Word, Notebook. 

  

10 I can show that I understand that not everyone is who they say they are 
on the internet. 

  

 

  



ICT/Computing   

S15    

Descriptor   

1 I can begin to use copy and paste for a given purpose.   

2 I can use text boxes, word art, and make font changes in my work.   

3 I can take images ensuring that I have their consent.   

4 I can import graphics from a digital device.   

5 I can search for images using the intranet.   

6 I can identify which programs, applications or software I need to complete 
a task e.g. Word to write text; Youtube to watch videos. 

  

7 I can retrieve items from my favourites list which has been pre-populated 
for me. 

  

8 I can add a new page or slide in publishing software.   

9 I can use both hands to type.   

10 I can show that I should never meet someone in person who asks to 
meet me in a message/conversation on the computer/game console, and 
report them to a responsible adult. 

  

 

  



ICT/Computing   

S16    

Descriptor   

1 I can identify an error within a branching database.   

2 I can increase and decrease the size of text and images in a range of 
applications. 

  

3 I can use the basic image tools to recolour and add frames and borders.   

4 I can delete, insert and replace text using mouse and arrow keys.   

5 I can save and retrieve information using ‘save as’.   

6 I can use and combine two pieces of software including internet services, 
to design, create and complete a project e.g. a poster, a leaflet. 

  

7 I can use an address list to send an email to another pupil.   

8 I can select suitable sounds, effects and font size to fit a basic theme e.g. 
scary story. 

  

9 I can show that I understand that special software is used to help protect 
us when we are online e.g. filtering out unwanted images, words, 
destructive viruses. 

  

10 
I can show that I understand the implications of the copyright symbol ©.   

 

  



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S4    

Descriptor   

1 I can make a positive response to a range of people and interactions.   

2 I can express my needs using single elements of communication (words, 
gestures, signs or symbols) e.g. biscuit, drink, toilet. 

  

3 I can express my likes and dislikes using single elements of 
communication (words, gestures, signs or symbols). 

  

4 I can play alongside another child of my choice in a familiar environment.   

5 I can follow familiar routines with support from others.   

6 I can take part in familiar tasks or activities with support from others.   

7 I can give an appropriate ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response when given a choice.   

8 I can understand a ’yes’ or ‘no’ command, but may be resistant to 
following it. 

  

9 I can recognise and respond to animated praise or criticism.   

10 I can engage another person, with persistence, to help achieve a goal 
e.g.an object out of reach. 

  



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S5    

Descriptor   

1 I can play alongside two or three others in a familiar environment.   

2 I can play alongside two or three others in an unfamiliar environment.   

3 I can wait to take my turn in a basic adult led action game.   

4 I can give out resources in preparation for work or play activities for my 
group. 

  

5 I can respond to the feelings of others e.g. returning a smile. 
 

  

6 I can express my feelings using single elements of communication 
(words, gestures, signs or symbols) e.g. happy; sad. 

  

7 I can follow familiar routines independently.   

8 I can find a few of my own belongings when requested e.g coat; hat; 
lunch box. 

  

9 I can show an awareness of the results of my own actions e.g. forgetting 
to take my lunchbox results in no lunch. 

  

10 I can request ‘more’ and ’help’ to fulfill my immediate needs.   



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S6    

Descriptor   

1 I can remove clothing appropriate to the situation e.g. for P.E; soft play.   

2 I can share a large play set within a small group.   

3 I can seek out a specific child to interact with within a small group 
situation. 

  

4 I can anticipate my turn in a small group situation with minimal adult 
support. 

  

5 I can suggest whose turn it is next in a group (not always accurately)   

6 I can actively seek help in a range of situations e.g. help in social 
situations.  

  

7 I can carry out a range of daily routines with minimal support e.g. collect 
own belongings at home time. 

  

8 I can answer basic questions about familiar events using photographs 
and symbols as cues. 

  

9 I can show that I notice when another child is expressing emotions e.g. 
crying, laughing. 

  

10 I can seek out a specific child to interact with.   



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S7    

Descriptor   

1 I can dress myself with visual /verbal support (assistance with 
fastenings). 

  

2 I can solve a simple practical problem e.g. drink spilt - get paper towel.   

3 I can comply with a request or instruction even when not agreeable.   

4 I can move to a new activity which is either directed or self-chosen, with 
support. 

  

5 I can show that I am aware of everyone’s role including my own, in a 
familiar group task e.g. whose turn today? - following visual class jobs 
chart. 

  

6 I can identify different groups of people, including family and friends, who 
may help me. 

  

7 I can tolerate delay when things go wrong/change.   

8 I can indicate when another child is doing something wrong or unsafe.   

9 I can be responsible for taking on a small given task e.g. putting toys 
away; cups in sink; watering plants; weather chart labels. 

  

10 I can show some care towards my immediate learning environment e.g. 
resources, pets, plants, people. 

  



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S8    

Descriptor   

1 I can use the language of social convention appropriately e.g. hello, 
goodbye, please, thank you, sorry. 

  

2 I can use agreed codes of social behaviour appropriately e.g. waiting in a 
line, holding a door open. 

  

3 I can choose, initiate and follow through new tasks, e.g. investigating new 
equipment. 

  

4 I can share a worry or concern with an adult or trusted peer.   

5 I can indicate that there are rules in the classroom and around school 
e.g. by drawing attention to signs, symbols etc. 

  

6 I can communicate how I am feeling in my immediate situation.e.g. 
happy, sad, scared, excited.  

  

7 I can show an awareness of other players in a game/activity that I am 
involved in e.g noticing when a player rolls a six on a dice. 

  

8 I can treat my environment and living things with care and concern.   

9 I can show consideration towards others when moving around the 
classroom. 

  

10 I can share in some situations, but I may be selfish/passive at times.   



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S9    

Descriptor   

1 I can identify and use soap, shampoo, tissues, toothbrush, toothpaste, 
towel and toilet paper. 

  

2 I can use a knife for cutting and spreading.   

3 I can identify my likes and dislikes in a variety of situations giving my 
basic reason for them e.g. I like the sun because it’s hot. 

  

4 I can identify the people who are familiar to me, and people who are 
unfamiliar to them (strangers), with visual support e.g. photos/visitors.  

  

5 I can show that I understand kind and unkind actions e.g. it is wrong to 
deliberately hurt other people physically. 

  

6 I can leave a space for others to speak/take their turn.   

7 I can identify differences and similarities between people - physical 
appearance and clothing. 

  

8 I can show that I am aware that other people have feelings that might be 
different to my own e.g. someone likes the trampoline and I don’t. 

  

9 I can use my imagination and creativity in my learning e.g. in role play 
and story activities. 

  

10 I can show that I am willing to participate, and respond positively to 
artistic, musical, sporting and cultural activities. 

  



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S10    

Descriptor   

1 I can identify that both physical activity and rest are important for overall 
health and wellbeing. 

  

2 I can identify the people who look after me at school and how they care 
for me. 

  

3 I can show that I know that things that are borrowed need to be returned.   

4 I can show that I know that things need to be put back in the right place 
after use. 

  

5 I can listen and respond to familiar adult views.   

6 I can understand that I belong to groups other than my family e.g. school 
class, Brownies/Cubs, Guides/Scouts, sports teams. 

  

7 I can show that I understand that some things belong to me, some belong 
to others and some are shared. 

  

8 I can show that I understand how peoples’ action can harm the 
environment  
e.g. Dropping litter.  

  

9 I can show that I understand how peoples’ action can improve the 
environment  
e.g. litter recycling. 

  

10 I can show that I know the parts of my body that are private.   



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S11    

Descriptor   

1 I can identify a range of human emotions in other people and indicate 
what leads to these emotions e.g. Why is ….happy, angry, sad, scared? 

  

2 I can identify the people who look after me in the wider community and 
how they care for me. 

  

3 I can identify situations when or where I might feel safe or unsafe.   

4 I can show that I know what kind of physical contact is acceptable, 
comfortable when approaching and interacting with new people. 

  

5 I can show that I understand fair and unfair actions.   

6 I can listen and respond to other pupils’ views.   

7 I can understand when I need to apologise for my behaviour e.g. say 
sorry appropriately. 

  

8 I can show that I understand that families can be diverse in their make up 
e.g. two mummies/daddies; foster families; step children. 

  

9 I can communicate the importance of rules in games and within life e.g. 
‘hand ball’, driving on the correct side of the road. 

  

10 I can show that I understand the role money plays in our lives including 
how to manage money, keep it safe - spending and saving. 

  



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S12    

Descriptor   

1 I can indicate several ways in which I need to keep my body clean and 
healthy  
e.g. showering, cleaning teeth, shampooing hair, cutting nails. 

  

2 I can identify a range of foods from a given selection that help keep my 
body healthy (bearing in mind the need for a balanced diet). 

  

3 I can identify a range of foods that I should only eat small amounts of 
(bearing in mind the need for a balanced diet) 

  

4 I can show that I know who to go to in a variety of environments if I am 
worried, feel unsafe or bullied. 

  

5 I can show that I know that household products, including medicines, can 
be harmful if not used properly. 

  

6 I can identify simple strategies I would use to manage my feelings and 
emotions  
e.g. What I could do to calm myself if I am angry. 

  

7 I can recognise something I am good at and talk about it.   

8 I can identify ways in which problems can be solved e.g. making 
someone happier if sad by inviting them to join our game. 

  

9 I can listen and respond to visitors from the local community e.g. vicar, 
policeman, fireman. 

  

10 I can show that I understand the importance of respecting the roles of 
people who help us. 

  



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S13    

Descriptor   

1 I can make informed choices in a variety of situations e.g. diet, friendships 
in school, lifestyle. 

  

2 I can indicate that I am feeling unwell and explain how I am feeling and 
describe my symptoms. 

  

3 I can use the term danger and identify situations which are dangerous.   

4 I can show that I understand how to keep myself and other people healthy 
by applying good hygiene rules e.g. using my own toothbrush, sneezing 
into a tissue. 

  

5 I can identify the changes of growing from young to old and how peoples’ 
needs change. 

  

6 I can offer constructive support and feedback to others.   

7 I can identify and respect differences and similarities between people - 
culture and beliefs. 

  

8 I can set goals and work towards achieving them.   

9 I can understand the difference between a deliberate action and an 
accidental action which upsets, hurts or frightens someone. 

  

10 I can help to construct and agree to follow group and class rules, and 
understand that rules can help me. 

  



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S14    

Descriptor   

1 I can name the main parts of the body including external genitalia 
becoming aware of the correct terminology. 

  

2 I can identify some physical similarities and differences between girls and 
boys. 

  

3 I can show that I know the consequences of not following hygiene 
routines e.g. teeth need fillings/taking out. 

  

4 I can show that I know that choices can have good and not so good 
consequences. 

  

5 I can identify ways to keep myself safe by not divulging my personal 
information in person or on line. 

  

6 I can show that I know that I need to take some responsibility for my own 
safety and that of others. 

  

7 I can accept that everyone has a right to an opinion which may be 
different to my own. 

  

8 I can understand that bullying is being unkind/hurtful to someone over 
and over again, and not a one off incident. 

  

9 I can show that I understand that it is good to support charities which help 
people who are not as fortunate as us. 

  

10 I can show that I understand that not everyone tells the truth.   



 

  

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S15    

Descriptor   

1 I can make connections between different parts of life experience e.g. 
home, school and community links. 

  

2 I can show that I am confident to speak to others about my own needs, 
wants, interests and opinions. 

  

3 I can show an understanding of the need for safety when tackling new 
challenges. 

  

4 I can identify ways of keeping physically and emotionally safe in relation 
to online safety, road and rail safety. 

  

5 I can identify changes in my life and talk about them e.g. moving 
house/school/class. 

  

6 I can show that I understand that I can keep some things private and 
secret but, if they worry me or make me feeI unsafe, I can share them 
with others. 

  

7 I can show that I understand the importance of respecting other peoples’ 
privacy. 

  

8 I can listen and respond to less familiar adult views in a range of 
situations e.g.  places of worship, museum. 

  

9 I can take steps to resolve conflict with my peers through negotiation.   

10 I can follow basic emergency procedures e.g. fire alarm; going to first 
aid/medical room if hurt. 

  



 

 

PSHE AND CITIZENSHIP   

S16   

Descriptor   

1 I can show that I am confident to speak to others about the interests and 
opinions of my family and friends. 

  

2 I can show that I understand that my opinion can be tempered by listening 
to others in discussion. 

  

3 I can show that I understand that other peoples’ opinions can be 
tempered by listening to my input in discussions. 

  

4 I can identify ways of keeping physically and emotionally safe in relation 
to cycle safety, fire and water safety. 

  

5 I can show that I understand ‘loss’ and talk about my feelings.   

6 I can show an understanding of my responsibility to keep other people 
safe  
e.g. telling a trusted adult if a friend discloses abuse.  

  

7 I can listen and respond to less familiar views within a range of media e.g. 
messages from an aid worker in a less developed country. 

  

8 I can show that I can make a difference by supporting others and can 
identify how I have improved things e.g. congratulating someone on their 
success in order to build their self-confidence. 

  

9 I can show that I understand that I have a right for my voice to be heard   
e.g. through the school council or through voting/parliament. 

  

10 I can talk about my own and others’ achievements and how we celebrate 
them. 

  


